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Light is efficient
Comprehensive lighting solutions
for a sustainable facility
- SYLVANIA ULTRA LED lamps and retrofits SYLVANIA Lighting Services

provide up to 80% energy savings and long life, ties it all together by
- ENCELIUM Energy Management Systems providing lighting design,

deliver integrated software -based lighting installation, monitoring
control for maximum energy savings, and tracking.

Learn more at www.osram-americas.com/solutions or call 1-800-LIGHTBULB.
Light is OSRAM
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DEcKOvERwood & concrete coating
. _____________________

 n the world of property docks to concrete pool decks, walkways,
Imanagement, weathered patios and sidewalks, this coating brings
U wood and cracked concrete

- surfaces back to life and dramatically re-
pose the double threat of being duces slip risks.
both unsightly and hazardous. / Available in 54 custom colors, this coatingBut thanks to an innovative new _____

can be used on both horizontal and verticalformulation, DECKOVER wood &
surfaces. Easy, spatter -resistant applicationconcrete coating makes tackling
makes it ideal for use on railings and posts.these challenges easier than ever.

'.:
This durable, solid -colored coat- ,.

Long lasting
Available in both one- and five -galloning provides mildew resistance,
options, this product can cover up to 75excellent adhesion, and long -last-
square feet in two coats per gallon. Applieding protection against cracking
with a brush, roller or sprayer, this coatingand peeling. Plus, this
quickly breathes new life into tired -lookingcoating covers cracks

--_.------ surfaces.and splinters upto 1!4'
____________________and can immediately Slip resistance See DEcKOvER wood & concrete coating

improve the look and never looked so good in action at visitbehrpro.com/deckover
safety of your property. Formulated with a durable, advanced or contact your dedicated BehrPro Rep

100% -acrylic resin, this product dries to schedule a demo.
to a smooth, opaque, slip -resistant

finish. From wood and composite

decks, railings, porches and boat

mD A,adbIe
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JOSEPH GREENBLATT.
CPM (PRESIDENTs
IREM.ORG), REM 2014

, SALSOTHE
PRESIDENT AND CEO OF
SUNRISE MANAGEMENT.
AMO. IN SAN DIEGO. WITH
RESPONSIBILITY FOR
OVERSEEING THE FIRM'S
PORTFOLIO OF MORE THAN
12,000 RESIDENTIAL UNITS.
AND ITS 350 EMPLOYEES
IN SACRAMENTO. CALIF.:

TEMPE. ARIZ.: AND
LAS VEGAS.

LEADING THROUGH
__ CHALLENGES

Successful organizations aren't sustained purely on luck; and leader-
ship is more than just motivational quotes. No matter what your
position is in your organization, you can build your leadership
potential by learning to command difficult situations by leading

through, rather than around, them.
We've all been there: knowing we need to have a difficult conversation with

a coworker, tenant or even a client. But not all difficult conversations have to
end badly. Learn to harness the opportunity to resolve an issue by "Making
Difficult Conversations Less Painful and More Productive" (p. 22).

What do you do when you are confronted with a difficult client? There is
such a thing as a bad client, and "Client Shades of Grey: 110w to Reduce
the Pain or Break the Bonds" (p. 28), explores how to set boundaries to
decide if a client relationship is right for you. Be sure to read through the
"Tough Ten"-clients who negatively affect business, making everyone less
productive and eroding profits-to see if you can recognize the danger signs
in one of your clients.

A site visit by a monitoring agency (e.g. state housing credit agency, Proj-
ect Based Contract Administrator, Rural Development) can be a source of
stress, but doesn't have to be if you are prepared. Learn tips for the day of
inspection and beyond in "Take the Stress Out of Site Visits" (p. 54).

Sometimes leadership is about
turning problems into innovative
ideas. A local business man decid-
ed to turn glass beer bottles, which
take more than 4,000 years to de-
compose, into a unique sustainable
building material. Read more about
the Morrow Royal Pavilion outside
of Las Vegas in, "500,000 Bottles
of Beer on the Wall" (p. 34).

rem.org/jpm I jpm I 5
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Apartment Offers Up
'Happiness' Amenity: A DOG!
WHAS Ii News, 04/06/14, Bowker

A new apartment community in Washington, D.C., is advertising an amenity that is very different than granite coun-
tertops or on -site tennis courts. Holli Beckman, vice president of marketing and leasing operations, and her staff
are touting a cute English bulldog named Emmy. In the nation's capital, caring for a canine is not always an option.
Between busy schedules and very small apartments, the demands of owning a pet can be unattainable for many city
residents. Beckman says Emmy will serve as "a warm welcome, a sense of love and community that you don't get
from a pooi or basketball Court?' Emmy, though, will not be available for checkout like a library book. People can
play with her under supervised care in the internal dog park, but
only if she's up for the puppy
will be spent snuggled up ii
ing her "work" days with her
erty manager named Doug.]
everyone took her seriously
the idea. Co-workers thou
joking, right up until Emm'
peared at their corporate
office.

Beckman said a lot of
research went into find-
ing a breed perfect for what
she has deemed the "pupp'
ambassador" role. She s

the breed's mellow persom
low aggression and agreea
titude with children and oti
were important. The leasii
opens in May for the commi
apartments. Beckman said
residents have already requ
Emmy when filling out theii
Beckman and her staff have
Emmy her own Instagram
counts.
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Control Pests

with Landscaping
Buildings, 03/28/14, Morton

Commercial building owners and managers need to know
that, without oversight, their landscaping can provide an
ideal habitat for insects and rodents. If you do not want
pests inside your building, the best way to do that is to en-
sure they are not making a home right outside your build-
ing's front door.

Here are some pest management tips:

1. Know the signs. Pest activity can easily be confirmed
with visual inspections.

2. Select trees wisely: branches that touch a building
are highways for ants and rodents to gain access to
the roof and walls. When planting trees and shrubs
near buildings, consider the mature branch spread
of the plant. Don't plant a tree that will grow to a
30 -foot span at maturity within 10 to 15 feet of the
building.

3. Pay attention to the weather when considering the
best time to apply pest treatments.

4. Minimize mulch. Instead, consider using rocks as
permanent ground cover, as they are a less inviting
habitat.

5. Always be sure to sweep up standing water that can
attract mosquitoes. For those buildings that have
exterior water features, it's a wise idea to test them
regularly for mosquito larvae.

Keep maintenance records for your
pest management program. 

__L-T

,__s J__I

SOUNDBITES

"Not everything that can be
counted counts, and not
everything that counts can
be counted."
-ALBERT EINSTEIN

"A lie gets halfway around the world
before the truth has a chance to
get its pants on."

-SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL

"I find that the harder I work, the
more luck I seem to have."
THOMAS JEFFERSON

"Do, or do not. There is no 'try'."

"When you do the common things
in life in an uncommon way, you
will command the attention of the
world."

-GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER

"A people that values its privileges
above its principles soon loses
both."

-DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER
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STOP TOILET LEAKS FROM
FLUSHING YOUR MONEY AWAY
Property Management Insider, 03/21/14, Blackwell
Building owners and managers need to be aware that a leak can add up over time and send
the already steep price of water even higher. The United States Geological Survey notes that
for every 15,140 drips, a gallon of water is wasted. A faucet that leaks five drips every minute
would waste 173 gallons of water a year. Add that up across a portfolio of properties, and the
numbers can become staggering. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) notes that
leaky toilets are often a culprit for water loss. DeaAnne McClenahan, Greystar's senior direc-

tor for procurement and sustainability, said her firm takes toilet flappers seriously-enough
that it monitors portfolio -wide purchases of flappers to determine ifproper repairs and leak
precautions are being taken by apartment community maintenance crews. Small, rubber
flappers can save hundreds of gallons of water that seep away under the radar. To stay
on top of leaks, Greystar monitors sub -metered properties for high water usage. It
also requires maintenance workers to change toilet flappers every time a rental unit
turns over. McClenahan remarks, "We look at sub -metered properties and find
those outliers. [Residents] don't know they are using that much water. They
don't know what their next door neighbors are paying. We tell the site to
go check these units, and first you check the toilet. Eight times out of
10, the toilet is leaking'

According to McClenahan, the easiest way to check for
a leaky toilet is to place a drop of food coloring in
the toilet tank. The toilet is leaking if the color
appears in the bowl within 15 minutes with-
out flushing. She has found that this basic
test is a good way for Greystar to keep tabs
on water leaks, particularly at master -me-
tered communities where apartment consump-
tion data is not as readily available." The EPA rec-
ommends other ways to stop the unnecessary flow
of water inside and outside. For instance, spot
checking the water meter after two hours when
no water is used will determine that a leak is
likely. Faucets and showerheads can also be
culprits of leaks inside apartment units.
Leaky faucets can usually be fixed by

!
replacing washers and gaskets that
cost a few dollars or cents. Leaky
showerheads can be repaired by
tightening connections using
pipe tape and a wrench. V
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face-off 1 buzz
ONE QUESTION, TWO REM MEMBERS

WOULD YOU/HAVE YOU CONSIDERED
HAVING CELL TOWERS ON YOUR PROPERTY?

ALISA 11MM, CPM
DIRECTOR OF MANAGEMENT
SERVICES/DESERT WEST REGION
LINCOLN PROPERTY COMPANY
PHOENIX

yes,but
Cell towers (also known as base stations) certainly come
with potential risks-they could be installed incorrect-
ly and create damage or even collapse under extreme
conditions. They require insurance precautions, such as
Certificates of Insurance, that name owners and prop-
erty managers to cover unexpected situations. And they
exist at the mercy of the market; If a cell company folds,
an owner could be left with a tower that is useless to any
other provider.

But these concerns aside, cell towers are typically a
win -win for providers, building owners and tenants.
Providers improve their coverage while keeping towers
away from neighborhoods. Owners benefit from gener-
ally long-term leases with regular increases. Tenants gain
better reception in their building and surrounding area.

According to the American Cancer Society, cell tow-
ers transmit RF waves-a form of energy between FM
radio waves and microwaves. This kind of wave does
not damage DNA like X-rays, gamma rays or UV light
rays-and scientists believe them unlikely to cause can-
cer. Locating cell towers on rooftops reduces this risk
even further by adding a wood or metal barrier which
also includes multiple plies of asphalt.

Cell towers usually range
POLL RESULTS: from 50 - 100 feet high, and
VALET TRASH

are installed and maintainedSERVICE.
YOU AGREE WITH IT? by the provider. We have

DOES YOUR COMPANY towers on several buildings,
USE IT? located on rooftops and set

____________ back behind a simple screen-
ing. We collect as much as

OF YOU
AGREED

. $3,000 per month for one of
these sites.-w

CHRIS BECKER, CPM
DISTRICT MANAGER

UDR AND ITS AFFILIATED COMPANIES
SALINAS, CAL.

yes
In our competitive climate, sources of ancillary income
can set you apart. Cell Tower Leases can generate be-
tween $2,000 to $4,000 per month on average. As usage
of wireless devices increases, the demand for these tow-
ers has skyrocketed. Carriers are reaching out to mid -

to high-rise building owners in areas where they have
good penetration and poor signal. The carrier installs,
maintains and pays utilities for the cell tower. Essen-
tially, property owners are leasing the roof space of their
building. Although access needs to be provided, repairs
and adjustments are infrequent. As urban infihl is be-
coming a more popular form of development, wireless
carriers are running out of space to put these towers.

So what's the downside? In my research I came across
numerous environmental and health advocate websites
such as www.treehugger.com, that state the RF (Ra-
diofrequency) is harmful to tenants. This argument is
quickly countered by reputable sites like www.cancer.
org, which states, "The level of RF energy inside build-
ings where a base station is mounted is typically much
lower than the level outside, depending on the con-
struction materials of the building.

If you own or manage mid- or high-rise building in
a dense or highly urban area, this is great way to maxi-
mize the value of your investment. You can reach out to
carriers directly, or use a broker, which is a more popu-
lar approach currently utilized by numerous firms. So,
what are you waiting for?
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. DOWNLOAD ME
AIRHELPo
If your flight has ever been canceled,
delayed or bumped, then you know
all too well the burden of getting
compensated with real money-
not just free drinks or vouchers.
AirHeip takes the mystery out of
the claim process in return for
25 percent of the compensation.
Simply complete a short survey
about your flight, and AirHelp
will contact the airline and follow
up and file your claim-all while
detailing the process for you while
you sit back and track your claim.
(iOs/Android)

-0 FIELD MANAGE

( Field Manage is a solution to staying
organized and on -task while

_____ juggling many employees who may
not even work at your location.
After your employees install the

____________________
app on their Smartphones, tablets

o or computers, you can schedule or
supervise tasks, track individual
progress using geolocation and
keep customers informed of
progress via mobile alerts. You

________________________ can also create quotes, take credit
card payments and send invoices.
(iOs/Android)

oVIBER
CAMME o Similar to Skype and WhatsApp,
If you like taking selfies, or find Viber syncs your contacts and
yourself always being the picture sends you push notifications when
taker, rather than joining in, then

I.,-',

your contacts message or call you.
CamME is the perfect app for you. Viber allows users to send video,
This app uses gesture controls to help photos and messages via a 3G or
you take selfies from up to 16 feet Wi-Fi connection to any of your
away, and without having to touch contacts, in any country. This app
your phone. You can also take a is especially useful if you tend to
photo booth -style shot, which takes communicate with many people
three consecutive shots in a row. and have reached your messaging
(iOs) limit. (iOs/Android)

IFS An OSTRICH'S
EYE is bigger

Agroup of twelve or more
COWS is called a funk.

The PORPOISE t.

the planet.

Every year about 98 PERCENT
OF ATOMS in your body are
replaced.

I.. The CIGARETTE LIGHTER was
invented before the MATCH.

HUMAN THIGH BONES are
stronger than CONCRETE. can't stick its tongue out.
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Highest and Lowest Operating Ratio E/i (Expense/Income) by Region:
Federally Assisted Apartments

[lop Total Actual Collections by Region
In Median Dollars per Square Foot of Rentable Areal

 Highest ElI Ratio*  Lowest F/I Ratio*

$16.75;

7; G;

58 Fam

G; S8 Earn

REGION X REGION VIII

$819; 12; G;
& 2

REGION $21 01 9G

$14.70; 7

G; S8 F/H

$7.98. 13;
G; S8 Fam

Minimum sample of 5
TAC = Total Actual Collections
Minimum Sample of 5 properties
Data from the 2013 lIE Federally Assisted Apartments books

The above data is for Garden Section 8 ElderIyIHandcspped and Section 8 Family properties.
Sections 202 221(d)3 and 236 data is also svailsble,

FIND MUCH MORE VALUABLE INFORMATION LIKE THIS
IN THE FULL LINE OF INCOME/EXPENSE ANALYSIS®
PRODUCTS, WHICH INCLUDES PRINT BOOKS, EBOOKS
AND CUSTOMIZABLE ONLINE LABS. LEARN MORE AT
WWW.IREM.ORG/INCOMEEXPENSE.

KEY
S8 E/H Section 8
Elderly/Handicapped

S8 Fam = Section 8
Family

All Fam = All Family

All Eld = All Elderly
202= Section 202

G= Garden
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Show and Tell
Through

Sustainability
Planning, organizing, lead-
ing and controlling-the
four basic functions of
management. As real estate
professionals within prop-
erty management organi-
zations, we're all no doubt
familiar with those basic
principles. We all strive to
increase our market share,
go after bigger and more
challenging assignments,
increase business revenue,
enhance our brand and be further recognized
as leaders both within our company and in the
industry.

Show and Tell
Think back to elementary school, no easy feat
for some of us. Aside from the pleasant sur-
prise of a teacher popping in a movie for class,
the highlight of the week was probably show
and tell. Why was that? The subject matter was
attention -grabbing of course, but really, show
and tell was so enthralling because we were
able to both see and hear what our peers were
passionate about. Showing is fine, and telling
is good. But the magic happens when you both
show and tell, and we need to adopt this long -

held practice in how we lead our management
organizations.

Lead by Example
A great and timely opportunity to show and
tell is demonstrating sustainability. As indus-
try professionals and IREM Members, you set
the highest standards in how you operate your
own offices and facilities. And it doesn't matter
whether you own or lease. Take a few minutes

and observe your office environment.

 Do you have energy efficient lighting in
place?

Are there good controls and appropriate
temperature settings?

 Does your staff wear jackets or sweaters in

the summer to stay warm, or are they in
shirtsleeves in the winter?

What reusing, reducing and recycling
measures are in place?

 Have you done your utmost to reduce
your contribution to the waste stream?

 When you're with clients, do you feel
proud to say, "Come and see how we oper-
ate in our space."

Don't just tell them, show them. In order to

effectively lead, you must practice what you
preach.

The Truth is in the Details
Sustainability is not strictly limited to your
space and the buildings and properties that
you oversee. What vehicles do your employ-
ees drive when they're going on site visits? In
such a competitive business world, the details
will set you apart. If you haven't already, create

an educational program to provide guidance
for your employees and their families to make
their homes and lives more sustainable.

Has your company ever sponsored a school
or a roadside cleanup? Lead by inspiring and
motivating your management organization
and the industry to think outside of the box,
and focus on the nuances of resource manage-
ment. I've said it before-being green will put
more green in your bottom line.

Leadership is the critical component need-
ed in order to successfully manage your or-
ganization, and there should not be a discon-
nect between what is said and what is done.
Sustainability with authenticity gives you the
platform to harken back to the fun practice of
showing and telling. .
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MARKETING
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LIGHTNING IN A BOTTLE:

Can You Catch It?

SHANNON
ALTER, CPM,

(SHANNON 0
ALTERCON-
SULTING-
GROUP.COM)

IS PRESIDENT
OF ALTER

CONSULTING

GROUP IN

SANTA ANA,
CALIF.

MS. ALTER

IS ALSO THE
AUTHOR OF

STRATEGIES FOR

WORKING WITH

SMALL TENANTS.

AVAILABLE AT
IREMBOOKS.ORG.

Mary just knew her idea was a winner. She
wanted to open a day spa on the ground floor
of an office building in town. She figured she
had lots of potential customers. Bill, the build-
ing manager, was so happy to get Mary into
his long -vacant space that he didn't ask for a
business or marketing plan. Mary had been
referred by another tenant. How could he lose?

On opening day, Bill paid a visit and was
more than a little surprised. Mary didn't have
all of her equipment, there was no signage and
her website was a work in progress. Worse yet,

she had no customers. Mary explained that
she had trouble finding qualified employees
and lacked the time for marketing.

I know what you're thinking: how could
they have been so far off? Whether you're a
property manager, owner or a tenant, effective
marketing is often like chasing lightning in a
bottle: you have to capture it before the oppor-
tunity slips through your fingers.

Recently, I chatted with many wonderful
colleagues across the country for a market-
ing project. Not surprisingly, almost everyone
agreed that they needed to expand their pipe-
line for future business, and all recognized the
need for marketing to grow their companies.
What was unexpected was that many of these
hard-working executives were either doing the
marketing themselves, or felt they just didn't
have the time. The way I figure it, marketing
is like lunch: you might be able to get through
the day without it, but in the long run you'll
just be really hungry.

When we all get busy and our marketing
goes by the wayside, it's time to look at a few
easy (well, easier) tactics that are right in front
of us:

Check your webs ite: Before conversing

with my colleagues, I did a little homework
first to determine my target market, check-
ing out over 500 websites. There were a lot of
great ones, and a lot that, well, needed some
work. Interestingly, it was often a challenge to
figure out just what property types a compa-
ny handles. Since our websites are effectively
our digital signage these days, the message we
send about what our companies actually do is
crucial. Check yours.

Consider the new crop: It's estimated that
Millennials make up nearly 36 percent of our
workforce today, and there's much talk about
how to hire and retain our newest generation.
While preparing to moderate a panel on the
topic, I talked with our four panelists. One
younger employee volunteered that she often
felt intimidated by more experienced manag-
ers. Aha, I thought, I remember this when I
started out-don't you?

Some things about our NextGen aren't
all that different, but perhaps our approach
should be. Fostering a culture of encourage-
ment may take time, but it can go a long way.
It's marketing your company towards the fu-
ture.

Marketing is powerful, elusive and tough to
hold onto. Can you capture it? 
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is like lunch: you might be able to get through
the day without it, but in the long run you'll
just be really hungry.

When we all get busy and our marketing
goes by the wayside, it's time to look at a few
easy (well, easier) tactics that are right in front
of us:

Check your webs ite: Before conversing

with my colleagues, I did a little homework
first to determine my target market, check-
ing out over 500 websites. There were a lot of
great ones, and a lot that, well, needed some
work. Interestingly, it was often a challenge to
figure out just what property types a compa-
ny handles. Since our websites are effectively
our digital signage these days, the message we
send about what our companies actually do is
crucial. Check yours.

Consider the new crop: It's estimated that
Millennials make up nearly 36 percent of our
workforce today, and there's much talk about
how to hire and retain our newest generation.
While preparing to moderate a panel on the
topic, I talked with our four panelists. One
younger employee volunteered that she often
felt intimidated by more experienced manag-
ers. Aha, I thought, I remember this when I
started out-don't you?

Some things about our NextGen aren't
all that different, but perhaps our approach
should be. Fostering a culture of encourage-
ment may take time, but it can go a long way.
It's marketing your company towards the fu-
ture.

Marketing is powerful, elusive and tough to
hold onto. Can you capture it? 
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ALTERNATIVE
INVESTMENT
OPP OR T UNITIES
FOR CONDOMINIUM
RESERVE FUNDS

While the 2013 cost of living rate went up about 1.5 percent, the rate on mon-
ey market funds and certificates of deposit have maintained rates between 0
and 1.0 percent per year. Arguably, while condominium associations appro-
priately fund their reserve for capital improvements, the value of the reserve
is decreasing versus inflation. Condominium associations have traditionally
deposited reserve funds in money market funds and certificates of deposits
as their only means of investment for decades. It is believed that this method
is the most conservative manner to maintain the reserve capital. Except for
longer -term CDs, this approach is guaranteed to lose value if inflation is
taken into consideration. Other alternatives are available that are conserva-
tive in nature and offer higher returns to the associations.

MONEY MARKET FUNDS AND CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSITS
Unless money market funds are with banks, they are not guaranteed at all.
One should look at the fund prospectus quarterly and review the invest-
ments of the fund portfolio. Bank money market funds and CDs are guaran-
teed up to $250,000 in total. Therefore, should the association have reserves
in money market funds and CDs beyond $250,000 at one bank, they are not
insured. Should the FDIC take over a bank with a CD, they have the right
to change the interest rate on the certificate. Finally, CDs must be held to
maturity or penalties are incurred. There is no secondary market. If interest
rates were to go up, the value of the CD, if it could be sold, would be valued
at a discount (capital loss).

I advocate a condominium reserve allocation that includes mutual funds
that include short-term federal or treasury investments and short-term in-
vestment grade corporate debt. They can be bought and sold on a daily basis
and many financial institutions that have their own MMFs and CDs can
purchase these funds for the association. Before discussing the efficacy of
these alternatives, a few definitions need to be understood. For purposes of
expediency, the Vanguard Funds were chosen both for low management fees
and acknowledgement of their broad appeal. The funds being considered are
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ANALYSIS OF RESERVE FUNDS FOR THREE, FIVE AND TEN YEARS (USING 2012 END)

For Three, Five and Ten Years $100,000 base deposit Money Market Funds, Certificates of
Deposits and Alternative Investments

102,130 104,238 106,305 100,300 100,300 100,902

107,447 112,773 115,893 104,072 101,509 106,700

137,547 143,356 150,482 117,896 116,742 118,594

100,872 103,428 108,067 107,018 -

109,600 106,934 128,176 110,732

135,045 131,676 142,979 127,623

OF VANGUARD INVESTMENT FUNDS FOR

IE AND TEN YEARS
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the Short -Term

Federal Admi-
ral, Short -Term

Treasury Admi-
ral and the Short -Term Investment
Grade Funds. Important terms to
acknowledge include:

Average annual total return-
Fund performance after taxes
on distributions and sale of fund
shares.
Distribution yield-The interest
paid versus the price of the fund.
SEC yield-The interest rate of
all the investments in the port-
folio if held to maturity.
Duration-The average matu-
rity of securities in the portfolio.
For this group of funds the aver-
age duration of the portfolios is
between 2.2 and 2.3 years.

Of primary concern to the as-
sociation treasurer and Board of
Directors is the variance in the
fund price. Safety of capital is the
primary concern. For the three-,
five- and ten-year period, the Fed-
eral and Treasury funds have been
very stable. The same is true for the

Investment Grade fund except for a one year peri-
od from mid '08-'09. Regarding the Federal fund,
the value is within 0.8 percent of the current value
over a three year period; 6 percent over five years
and 4.5 percent over ten years. The Treasury fund
is within its current price by 0.15 percent over
three years; 5.5 percent over five years and within
3 percent over ten years. The Investment Grade
fund is within 10 percent of its current value over
three years; 1 percent over 5 years and 1.5 percent
over ten years.

We discount the value of the SEC yield because
very few of the securities in the fund will be held
to maturity. However, if this yield is above or be-

low the distribution yield, it is a good indicator of whether the future divi-
dends will have a higher or lower interest rate to the price of the fund.

The distribution yield is the interest rate current owners of the fund
would derive if the value of the fund remains the same. This yield changes
from month to month as securities mature and new ones are purchased. In
a declining interest rate environment, the yield will slowly go down and in
an increasing environment go up. With the average duration of the securi-
ties at approximately 2.3 years, one could surmise the rate change would be
about 43 percent of the change in interest rates going up or down during a
monthly period. As of March 2014, the distribution rate for the three funds
are as follows:

Short Term Federal Fund-0.54 percent
Short Term Treasury Fund -0.42 percent (had capital gain distribution
in 2013)

Short Term Investment Grade Fund-2.03 percent (had capital gain dis-
tribution in 2013)

Alternative investments include money market funds and certificates of
deposits. The following are the rates offered by Vanguard Funds.

Prime Money Market Fund -0.01 percent
Treasury Money Market Fund -0.01 percent
Federal Money Market Fund -0.01 percent
One Year CD -0.40 percent
Two Year CD -0.55 percent
Three Year CD -1.05 percent

ANALYSIS
The rates of return from alternative investment funds outweigh the current
theory of investing in money market funds and certificates of deposit. The
following example shows how money market funds, one-, two- and three-
year CD rollovers (over $100,000) and our three alternative investments per-
formed over the past three-, five- and ten-year periods, given a $100,000
initial investment.
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DISCUSSION
The benchmark to analyze all investment alter-
natives is how they compared to the cost of liv-
ing index. If the reserve policy is equal or greater
than the cost of living investment over a given
period of time funding for future capital repairs
could be viewed as adequate. Less than the cost
of living implies that extra reserves would have
to be added at future dates to keep up with infla-
tion.

It is obvious that funds put into money mar-
ket funds performed poorly over any period of
time. Due to compounding over time, the differ-
ence escalates the longer funds remain in these
accounts. Rolling over CDs offers a better out-
come than money market funds and the longer

the CD term the better the outcome. In fact, rolling over three-year CDs
offers the best outcome of all investment alternatives over a ten-year time -
frame. The alternative investments offer the greatest reward over a three -
and five-year timeframe and better than CDs over a ten-year timeframe if
the CDs are rolled over every one or two years. All of this makes sense be-
cause the average duration of the alternative investments is 2.3 years and the
only investment with a greater duration is the three-year CD which offered

the best result.
The Federal and Treasury funds have the strongest capital support because

they are backed by the federal government or agency of the federal govern-
ment. Bank money market funds offer FDIC insurance up to $250,000 per
association. The prime money market account and investment grade ac-
counts are supported by commercial paper and debt of the strongest corpo-
rations (BBB rated or better).

It should be noted that interest rates in the United States have gradually
moved down in the past ten years. Therefore, investments with the longest
duration benefitted most during this timeframe. Should interest rates begin
to move up, the exact opposite situation will occur. In that event, money
market funds would begin to look attractive as they have the shortest dura-
tion and the longer -term CDs would become the poorest choice of invest-
ment. The alternative investments would fall in between as they would in-
crease their distributions as new securities offer greater interest rates than
the ones they replace.

CONCLUSION
For decades, condominium associations have used the same methods of
investing reserve funds. Given the current economic environment, many
associations are in a position whereby the reserve funds are not keeping up
with inflation, reducing the present value of the current funds if left in mon-
ey market funds. Given a $100,000 balance, an association would have lost
more than $10,000 over ten years, if funds were left in money market funds
-underfunding their reserves.

Laddering three-year CDs offers

the best result over a ten-year peri-
od. In this way, the Board of Direc-
tors annually can choose whether
to renew the three-year CD or use
the funds for some other purpose.

Alternative investments in a

Federal or Treasury Short Term
fund offer the best of all worlds.
These funds are the most secure
and have a very stable share value.
They are totally liquid in that they
can be bought and sold at any time.
The current dividend rate for these
funds is greater than money mar-
ket funds (which offer no yield)
and one- and two-year certificates
of deposit.

The Investment Grade Short
Term Fund has by far the highest
dividend rate of all alternatives at
the present time. Over the three-,
five- and ten-year timeframe, it of-
fered the greatest return of all in-
vestment alternatives except the
three-year CDs. The share price
of the fund was very stable for all
periods of time except a one year
period in '08-'09 but has now re-
turned to its stable environment.

If interest rates begin to increase,
it would be advantageous for the
association to transfer more funds
to money market funds versus the
other alternatives. The point of
transference would be when the
MMF has a higher dividend yield
than the CDs or alternative invest-
ments.

Condominiums are businesses
and they should take advantage of
every income -producing opportu-
nity and cost savings they can find..

ROBERT LEVIN, CPM,

(BOBLEVINØATT.NET)
PREVIOUSLY SERVED AS
PRESIDENT AND OWNER
OF WOLIN-LEVIN INC.,

AMO IN CHICAGO.
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LEARN AND SHARE IDEAS WITH LEADERS AT YOUR LEVEL

WHAT IT IS
A dynamic two -and -a -half day interactive program
designed to help you position your company for
success, implement strategies for increasing ROl,
and improve company performance. Strategize
with experts, share solutions with other top-level
practitioners, and receive one-on-one coaching.

WHO IT'S FOR
C -Suite executives
Vice presidents
Directors
Aspiring leaders
Leaders of large and small companies

YOU'LL LEARN HOWTO
Develop a game plan for executing your business
strategy, balancing the objectives for your business
with your personal and professional goals

Employ a change management process that
positively impacts the successful implementation
of business strategies

Negotiate successfully by applying
leadership competencies

Build the foundation for emotionally intelligent
leadership by assessing your leadership style
and identifying areas of development

Recognize others' personality traits and build
effective teams to implement your
business objectives

Handle difficult conversations and communicate
effectively with clients and employees

Develop analytical, problem -solving, and decision -
making competencies.
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Making Difficult Conversations
Less Painful and More Productive

Being stressed about having that "difficult con-
versation" can take its toll. You know the one:
the ioyal team member who tried diligently
but didn't get the promotion; the coworker
alienating others due to an arrogant attitude;
or the tenant shooting a BB gun at pigeons
next door (yes, that was mine).

These are uncomfortable, if not downright
painful, to the recipient and messenger-and
often fall to you to initiate and conduct. Too
often, these conversations are postponed or
worse, never happen, because they are pro-
foundly dreaded. They may never be enjoy-
able, but they can be more comfortable and
productive.

WAITING IS WORSE
The most difficult conversations usually incite
the most anxiety Not addressing the issue can
result in worse consequences: Bad situations
and behaviors become the status quo and send
a message of acceptance. Avoidance can cause
negative effects to others, as well, not to men-
tion the continuing stress on you. Pulling off
the bandage may hurt, but the sore will wors-
en if there's no change.

CLARITY COUNTS
Plan what you'll say in advance, making it sim-
ple and clear. You must be candid, direct and
stoic; being ambiguous and emotional doesn't
serve anyone. For example, "I can't offer you
the promotion because you've not demon-
strated the needed skills. Here are some cx-
amples...Here's what you can do to improve..."

TONE MATTERS
Tone is a large part of any message. Too tough
and the recipient's defense mechanism will
shut you out (or worse). Too soft and nurtur-
ing and you won't be taken seriously. Speak
too slowly and/or with a high-pitched voice
and you'll sound patronizing and risk being
dismissed.

Difficult conversations require a confident
tone-a mixture of strength and empathy.
Think Dr. Phil. Think Oprah. Think national
news anchor. Speak words at an ordinary pace
in a deeper -pitched voice, yet with soft under-
tones, and you'll be taken seriously while being
thought of as understanding and courteous.

FOCUS
You've wrestled with the difficulties of pre-
paring what to say and found the courage to
talk; now, focus on the recipient. It's not about
you-you're only part of the equation. The re-
cipient has the disadvantage of surprise and is
not in control of the conversation's direction,
as you can be when you're the initiator and
plan your talking points.

In many cases, once the conversation has
ended, so will your discomfort. However, it
may be just the beginning for the other party;
indeed, it may be even more severe and lon-
ger in duration. Be empathetic and allow time
for the message to be recognized, partially
digested and a response given so the recipi-
ent is heard and feels respected. This could be
immediately following or after scheduling a
follow-up conversation.

It takes courage, compassion and confidence
to hold a difficult conversation. Ultimately, it
is far more difficult not to have one. Once the
hurdle has been jumped, you'll find a personal
sense of liberation and a stronger ability to
handle the next one: sooner and better. 
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It takes courage, compassion and confidence
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is far more difficult not to have one. Once the
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sense of liberation and a stronger ability to
handle the next one: sooner and better. 
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The Universal Sign of a uccessful
The apartment business is not unlike any
other service business with onsite employees
and off -site supervision. So when I married
my wife, whose family built a successful chain
of restaurants, I was not surprised to learn of
the similarities between owning and oper-
ating apartment buildings and owning and
operating restaurants. All of the same issues
exist, from dealing with unreliable employees
and complicated personalities to minding the
store and making sure that your employees are
not giving your business away. But ther&s a lot
more than just HR and concessions to be con-
cerned with.

PRODUCT PRESENTATION
You see, product upkeep and display, quality
control, customer satisfaction and brand man-
agement are just some of the key issues that
affect the end -user experience. Being present
and engaging with those individuals on the
front-line will help you to make better deci-
sions in the back office. Whether you have one
store or five hundred stores, your standards
remain the same. What changes, is your ability
to ensure that quality remains intact and that
the end -user result is as expected.

THE REALITY
Sure, with a fairly small operation you can be
present daily if not weekly. And if your opera-
tion is just too big, then you will want to have
the right people acting on your behalf. Think
about it: Have you ever eaten at a restaurant
where the owner or proprietor welcomed you,
thanked you and proceeded to tell you how

/

Business
you were going to be wowed or why he or she
thought you should order an item of off the
menu? Whether it's a hole -in -the -wall Italian
joint or fine -dining at a five-star French res-
taurant, that personal connection makes all
the difference.

ALL FEEDBACK IS GOOD
FEEDBACK
Of course, you're not just making sure that
your customers feel welcome, you are making
sure that the overall experience is outstanding.
Are they pleased with their food? Would they
like a wine recommendation? Are they look-
ing for something to do in the neighborhood
after dinner? When you engage with your cli-
entele, you help to build the rapport that keeps
them coming back time and time again. There
is no substitute for good service and you need
to be there to ensure that your standards are
consistently being met.

While it's important to hire honest, respon-
sible employees, it is even more important to
train your employees to be brand ambassa-
dors. Focus your efforts not just on retaining
the right people, but also on establishing the
systems of checks and balances that will al-
low them to add to or create additional levels
of success within your organization. Nothing
reflects more favorably on leadership than a
team of motivated employees who are con-
sistently meeting and achieving their goals
of service and sales while working towards
the success of the organization. This is true
whether you seil steaks or you sell apartments.
Same goal, same result, different product..
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NON -COMPETE AGREEMENTS:
DON'T JUST SIGN ON THE DOTTED LINE

REGGIE
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COM) WAS A
PAST IREM
PRESIDENT
AND IS VICE
PRESIDENT
AT CASSIDY
TURLEY, AMO IN
WASHINGTON,
D.C.

Have you ever been asked to sign a non -com-
pete agreement? Found in some business con-
tracts, non -compete agreements are designed
to protect a business owner's investment by
restricting potential competition. Generally,
businesses pursue these agreements in two in-
stances: when hiring new employees, or when
purchasing an established business. The non-

compete agreement is a form of Restrictive
Covenant, a clause that adds limitations to the
employment or sales contract.

WHY COMPANIES USE
NON -COMPETE AGREEMENTS
The use of a non -compete clause is based on
the possibility that upon termination or resig-
nation, an employee might begin working for
a competitor or starting a business, and gain
competitive advantage by exploiting confiden-
tial information about their former employer's
operations, lists of clients/customers, business
practices, other employees and marketing
plans. In the property management industry,
this could include proprietary lease adminis-
tration practices, bidding specifications and
service pricing lists.

Typically, companies that require a non -

compete agreement do so because they believe
they are heavily investing in training their em-
ployees. The company does not want to invest
in an employee only to see the employee take
their acquired skills, or the company's cus-
tomers, to another employer.

WHY YOU SHOULD THINK BEFORE

SIGNING
In practice, most non -compete agreements
are very specific in their language. Usually the
agreement will define a length of time, a geo-
graphic radius and type of activity in which
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the employee promises to refrain from work-
ing after leaving her/his job.

Fast forward 2 '/2 years-after signing a
non -compete agreement with A+ Manage-
ment, you receive a highly competitive offer of
employment with Best Management and sub-
mit your resignation. The Director of Human

you that upon your em-
ployment you executed a non -compete agree-
ment, and that A+ Management will enforce
it. This agreement states that you will not work
for a competitor for two years, and within a
25 mile radius. Is this agreement enforceable?
What should you do?

The extent to which non -compete clauses
are legally allowed varies per jurisdiction. This
is being reviewed in many state court systems.
For all practical purposes, California does not
allow new hires to sign non -compete agree-
ments. Many lawmakers all over the country
have placed, or are now considering, restric-
tions on these agreements. It's hard to com-
pete if skilled employees are not free to move
around. How are employers going to attract
new talent?

So what do you do? Contact an employ-
ment attorney and seek guidance before sign-
ing a non -compete agreement. Investigate
your state's position on these agreements, and
remember that disclosing confidential infor-
mation is not ethical..
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I stare out my office window and wonder how I got
myself into this mess. He's really gotten under my skin.

What kind of control does he have over me? He's so

demanding and sometimes that hurts. I'm confused.
How can he cause me agony at the same time he brings

a smile to my face? Maybe I should break the bonds.
There are so many shades ofgrey to this client. But this

client seems worth the trouble. Or is he?

Sound familiar? Some clients are angels: they accept your ad-
vice, let you do your work, appreciate you and tell you so. (And
always fund the properties as they should.) Then there are the
ones who cause you pain. Clients may not always be right, but
they're mandatory for a business's survival and growth; yet, if the
client isn't ideal, how can you reduce the pain or break the bonds?
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_______
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THE TOUGH TEN: The "Tough Ten" negatively af-

Situations Requiring Intervention fect business, making everyone

Real estate management is a service business and having good client relation- less productive and eroding prof -

ships is essential. But different personalities, values, communication styles its. Many businesses stay with

and expectations affect satisfaction for both sides of the table. There is such a undesirable clients over concern

thing as a bad client. Here is a brief look at the "Tough Ten." of losing the income and/or fear

1. The Time Thief takes up time better spent elsewhere (e.g., due to a of having to find new clients. But

need for inordinate information, the desire to socialize or not honoring you hurt yourself if you believe that

work hours). you can't afford to lose this client.

2. The Payment Procrastinator is late -paying, or worse, non-paying- You should believe instead that you

and may even be in financial trouble. can't afford to keep this client.

3. The Miser hunts for bargains, wanting services at a reduced rate or gra- SET BOUNDARIES:
tis. One type regularly asks for extras, trying to take advantage of you.
Another type won't spend needed money on tI'e property. Decide if the Pain is

4. The Bully can be demanding, rude, argumentative or disrespectful. Worth the Pleasure
'this client deflates egos, creates stress, causes self-doubt and hurts mo- Most clients are commendable, but

rale. Ultimately, this can cost you employees, what can be done with those who
5. The Blamer uses hurtful, unproductive, criticism. For instance, when aren't? Each manager has a degree

the property isn't performing as the client desires, management is to of tolerance and a level of willing -

blame. Blame tears people down. ness to solve the situation-it's a
6. The Loser refers to the account-not the person-and is the low- or no- very personal choice. There are

profit account. Loss leaders should lead only, not make up the masses. some things you will be willing to
7. The Maven gives you the gift of advice. Actively involved is different live with and some you refuse to

than controlling, and this client tries to control. Eventually, you're vir- tolerate: Your soft and hard limits.

tually made incompetent. If there is a problem later, who will be held Hard Limits are Deal Points: The
responsible? essentials, the must -haves. What

8. The Indecisive changes direction often, with goals as moving targets. must you have to make the
Approvals may be late or not given-an indication of client efficiency business acceptable?

problems. This leads to yo-yo management or ineffective paralysis. This tells you

9. The Insatiable Complainer expects and demands special treatment that if you
and impossible results. Ask yourself: Are you being reimbursed for
the time this takes? Is accommodating this client causing distress that
hurts performance?

10. The most deadly of all is The Unlawful. This client holds no allegiance
to landlord -tenant laws, building codes, Fair Housing laws, labor laws,
contracts or the IREM Code ofEthics. It's a major danger zone: A cli-
ent may not last forever, but a reputation does.
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can't obtain these conditions,
you should move to eliminate the
relationship. Deal Points are your
Safe Words. When you call them
out, the game is over.

Soft Limits are Secondary
Points: These are the conditions
you prefer, or nice -to -haves that
make business more palatable.
With these, the pleasure outweighs
the pain.

Concessions are Trade Points:
Low -priority considerations you
are willing to do or give up. Giv-
ing these away will have little or no
negative consequence and might
be important to the other side.

The overriding consideration is
the contract. Review it first and de-
termine how changes and term ma-
tion are permitted. If you do not
have an "out" for cause, immedi-
ately rewrite your contract template

for future use. Honor the

IREM

contract and determine if the client stays or goes.
Stay with the pain if the contract dictates or the pleasure (profit, refer-

ences, image) exceeds the pain. Consider staying if the client challengesyou
to keep improving your service or its word-of-mouth is very powerful.

Break the bonds if the client puts you at great risk ethically or legally ex-
poses you to serious litigation. If you are not getting paid, break the bonds.
Consider leaving if serving the client results in neglecting other clients or
your employees are prevented or discouraged from doing their best work
(and may even leave). Breaking the bond has a side benefit: Firing the client
tells your staff they are more important.

PAD THE HANDCUFFS:
Lessen the Pain by Improving Client Relationships
You may be wearing handcuffs, but padding can make them comfortable.
Whether it's turning an unprofitable account into a profitable one by rene-
gotiating services and fees, or softening a bully's ways, the key is to resolve
issues straightaway. The more difficult the conversation or resolution ap-
pears, the more likely it's serious-and thus, the more important it is to
tackle as soon as possible. Don't put off the difficult conversation, it will only
serve to make circumstances more problematic.

Even with problems, the customer deserves royal treatment. Your ap-
proach should be tactful, yet firm, and always kind. Use a collaborative style
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Terminate Toxic Client Relationships
Business folklore rumors that Southwest Airlines had a customer known as
"Pen Pal" who wrote complaints after every flight. The person didn't like as-
signed seats, didn't like not having a meal, and so on. Finally, the customer
relations department was stumped and passed it to Herb Kelleher, CEO. He
responded within 60 seconds: "Dear Ms. Crabapple. We will miss you. Love,
Herb."

Although it seems counterintuitive to eliminate revenue sources, some-
times breaking the bonds is warranted. Time made available by removing
an undesirable client can be used to spend time with/for existing clients and
finding new clients.

Again, the contract dictates action and every effort should be taken to en-
sure compliance. Protect yourself and run the circumstances by legal coun-
sel if there is uncertainty. Then, have a meeting with the client and memori-
alize the action in a confirming letter.

Bad news is like pulling off a Band-Aide-the faster, the better. Don't
have a 15 -minute conversation and then present bad news. Go straight to
the message: "I feel it would be best for you and the property if you found a
new agent because...". Remove personal aspects, if possible: "We aren't able
to produce positive results with the time required to address your needs",
instead of: "You are taking up too much of our time."

Be strong, after all, your client is one of the "Tough Ten" for a reason. If
your decision is sound, don't let the client dissuade you, you'll only regret
it. Having your Hard and Soft Limits identified, you insulate yourself from
the pressure-and emotion-of the situation. When the break-up happens,
return accurate, organized records and make yourself available for ques-
tions. Do everything in your control to make the transition favorable for
your client.

Ensure Beneficial Client Relationships
If you have a difficult client, it may mean you made unwanted concessions in
order to get the business. 'ihe best way to handle this is to not partner with
them initially. Before accepting a new client, consider not only how you fit
your prospect's needs and values, but how they fit yours.

Many problems are the result of lack of mutual understanding due to poor
communication. Know your client before you sign a contract by using
ESMs" to make your most harmonious matches:

Expectations: What are the goals and objectives of the client?
What needs to be done? Boundaries?
Standards: How well must the work be done?
Measurements: When and how will it be mea-
sured? How will you judge our success? 4

It's Always Good to Tie

Things Up
Stay alert to the Tough Ten so they
don't result in more damage than is
necessary. Set your boundaries-
only then can you decide whether to
stay or go. Improve client relation-
ships using collaborative resolution
techniques involving the client and
finding solutions to ensure buy -
in. If you need to break the bonds,
be fast, clean and respectful. And
know that when you spend more
time setting ESMs prior to formal-
izing the client relationship, you'll
have better chances of a successful
long-term association, Clients may
have 50 shades of grey, but with the
right skills and tools, you can get
rid of the pain-and enjoy all the
pleasures. .

FOR 'PRE -CONTRACT CLARITY INTERVIEW"
QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS ESMS WITH A
POTENTIAL CLIENT, E-MAIL NBRECHER'ã

BRECHERASSOC/ATES.COM.
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First IREM® Certified Sustainable
Property Certification Awarded!\\ Congratulations to the Energy Plaza in Dallas, managed by

'\\k\ Transwestern, AMO', and leased by Energy Future Holdings,
has been awarded the IREM Certified Sustainable Property
certification.

The Energy Plaza is a 49 -story office property located at
1601 Bryan Street, and is now distinguished by being the firstl:\\. building in the world to hold the certification.

-I'Its' ,_

iiI

We congratulate all those involved in Energy Plaza's efforts
to secure our certification, confident that those efforts will

p contribute to many desirable outcomes, including, most
notably, positive impact on the precious and increasingly
threatened environment that we all share," said REM President
Joseph Greenblatt, CPM®.

"We are extremely proud to have received this prestigious
certification," said David Bryant, CPM®, Senior Property
Manager with Transwestern, "Energy Future Holdings
and Transwestern have a long-standing commitment to
sustainability, and we are thrilled that IREM is recognizing our
efforts to ensure Energy Plaza is an environmentally friendly,
sustainable workplace."

The certification is a mark of distinction for high -performing,
efficient properties, and is earned by completing core activities
related to sustainability.

For more information about the REM® Certified Sustainable
I II I

: Property certification, visit IREMSustainability.com.
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OF BEER ON I I I E WALL
The Morrow Rogal Pavilion outside of Las Vegas was built using a unique sustainable
building material made from glass beer bottles

The bars, clubs and restaurants in Las Vegas are built to serve the millions of
people who visit the city each year. While the plethora of entertainment venues
is certainly good for tourism, there is an environmental impact of barhopping
that few think about: the waste produced by empty alcohol bottles from these
establishments.

Glass takes more than 4,000 years to decompose in a landfill, and many clubs
and bars throw away a large amount of glass. When local businessman and arti-
san Scott McCombs realized the extent of this problem, he created a novel way
to reduce waste by developing a sustainable building material made out of glass
beer bottles, straight from the Strip.

Scott, founder of Realm of Design in Henderson, Nevada, then built his com-
pany's new manufacturing facility-the Morrow Royal Pavilion-with this revo-
lutionary building material. The Morrow Royal Pavilion is a 30,000 -square -foot
manufacturing facility made with more than 500,000 beer bottles on the build-
ing façade and another 175,000 bottles on flatwork and planters.

A UNIQUE GREEN MATERIAL
Realm of Design produces fireplace mantles, columns, balustrades, domes, entry
facades and other custom -designed architectural products. To create a new sus-
tainable building material for these pieces, Scott tapped into his bakground in
business, construction, architecture, artistry, design and engineering. The result:
green architectural stone, or greenstone.

Greenstone is a combination of
crushed glass, fly ash (a byproduct
used to produce building materials),
coloring and other ingredients.

Realm of Design partners part-
nered with Evergreen Recycling,
the recycling company in Las Vegas,
to obtain the glass needed to pro-
duce greenstone. "If we need glass,
they bring it to us [at no charge]:'
said Cindy McCombs, co-founder
of Realm of Design and Scott's wife.
"MGM Resorts International has
been very supportive of greenstone
too; In fact, the majority of the glass
used to build the Morrow Royal Pa-
vilion came from the Mandalay Bay
Hotel. MGM also purchases little
greenstone trinkets from us to give
out to their guests to bring awareness
about recycling to the community:'

Bottles of all types are manually
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shoveled into the company's glass
crusher. After the glass is crushed, it
is mixed with the other ingredients
to become a viable building mate-
rial comparable to standard con-
crete. The greenstone mixture is then
poured into panels, molds or other
pieces and products.

BUILDING AVISION
While Scott was developing the
greenstone formula, Realm of Design
needed a new manufacturing facility.
He quickly decided that building the
new facility out of this revolutionary
material would be the perfect debut
for greenstone.

"This all happened just as the
building industry was slowing down
in 2008-2009," said Cindy. "We
couldn't decide whether or not we
wanted to go forward with the build-
ing or just wait for things to turn
around."

But the McCombs realized that
this was, in fact, perfect timing. "Be-
cause things were slow, we had plenty
of time with research and develop-
ment [to perfect the formula], and
we could put most of our time and
effort into the building:' said Cindy.

The two-year project was self -

funded and completed in 2011. Be-

ing self -funded meant Scott and his
family played many roles in the con-
struction. "We welded the majority of
this building together ourselves:' said
Cindy. "There is nothing in this build-
ing that Scott wasn't involved in.',

DESIGN DETAILS
The Morrow Royal Pavilion's façade
is made of more than 290,000 pounds
of recycled glass; equivalent to saving
400,000 cubic yards of landfill space,
according to Realm of Design.

The building's design was mod-
eled after the Swarkestone Hall Pavil-

ion in England-the site of the Rolling Stones' Beg-
gars Banquet album shoot (one of the band's most
famous photo shoots).

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
By building their own manufacturing facility the
McCombs know every nook, cranny and quirk of
Morrow Royal Pavilion. Thus, they are able to suc-

cessfully manage the facility themselves. "It is our
own facility, and we utilize the whole building-we
don't have any other tenants:' said Cindy.

Of course, keeping such a large facility in tact is
not easy. The key is to be organized and prepared.
The McCombs go through the entire building with

a checklist every day-making sure doors, foun-
tains, sprinklers and so on are all in working order.

The checklist divides maintenance and care into is-
sues to address daily, weekly and monthly.

Self -management also enables the McCombs to
give top priority to the state of the Morrow Royal
Pavilion. Not only is the property the facility for ALL IN THE DETAILS: THE MOR-

ROW ROYAL PAVILIONS PAyERS,manufacturing products, but it is the companys
FOUNTAIN, PLANTERS, CLAD -

greatest advertisement for greenstone, as well. DING, COLUMNS AND TRIM.

"Our showroom is adjacent to the Morrow Royal Pavilion; I take clients over
there all the time so they can see it and feel it firsthand:' said Cindy. "They see

that the greenstone looks like stone and they realize they would like their pieces
to look like that."

A GREEN BUILDING LEADER
The Morrow Royal Pavilion has helped draw attention to sustainable designs and
possibilities they hold, big or small. Many architects and developers domestically

and internationally have toured the facility to learn more about the greenstone
material. In fact, Realm of Design is currently in talks with a developer outside
the U.S. to help create a greenstone façade and greenstone architectural details
for a commercial condominium project.

The Morrow Royal Pavilion has also helped Realm of Design make a name for
itself in the green building movement. People from the company recently met
with the U.S. Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) for a roundtable discus-
sion about green energy.

To further its dedication to green building, Realm of Design has LEED green
associates, who are able to help the company's customers learn more about green
building.

DIANA MIREL IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING
THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN IREM MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM, PLEASE
E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT MTOSCASØ!REM.ORG.

irem.org/jpm I jprn 35
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THE FOLLOWING IS AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH MELISSA BOYLE,
CPM, OF ARCADIA MANAGEMENT GROUP, INC., AMO

 What is your strategy regarding training and de-
veloping employees?

I believe the best strategy for training and developing
employees is to know what each member of your team's
strengths and weaknesses are and support both with
collaborative effort. It is important to me to share what

knowledge I possess and to take the time to explain not

only how to do something but the philosophy behind

why it's done that way. I understand that everyone has

goals of their own and I try to facilitate that by exposing

them to situations they can learn from and allow them

to grow.
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How do you continually work to improve your
business plan?

Our vision is simple, to provide valuable service for

what we do best: managing real estate assets.

As our company grew and the needs of our clients and U How does your firm attract/retain great talent?
tenants increased, it was apparent we were in need of an
integral software system to collect and assimilate data- I believe people are initially attracted to Arcadia Man -

our clients have investors and partnerships that rely on agement Group, Inc. by our name-we seem to have
accurate and reliable information. Our investment in brand recognition within the commercial property
technology has been paramount to our growth and cli-

management field and receive hundreds of résumés from
ent retention. We have devoted time and significant re-

people interested in becoming part of our team. Oncesources toward exploring technological innovation by
we are interested inworking with and

utilizing the Yardi
system to enhance
our clients' (land-
lords' and tenants')
experience. Our new
and improved web -

site allows tenants
to have an interac-
tive role in their re-
lationship with us by
allowing them to ac-
cess their informa-
tion, generate work
orders and process

an individual, our

streamlined hiring
process enables us to

move quickly.

Arcadia strongly
feels that work -life

balance is important
and we have created

a flexible work en-
vironment that al-

lows for employees
to work from home
or adjust their work

payments online,
schedules to meet

 What is the secret to building a great team? What their needs and allow them to maintain a healthy bal-
is your vision as a company? ance. We believe this aspect is vital for employee satis-

faction.
The secret is realizing each member's contribution is ev- We a! so inspire employees to be committed by clearly
cry bit as important as the next and establishing trust
within the team. I feel it's important to keep commu-

defining what each employee is being offered in return
for their services and empower our team members tonication open and allow each team member to speak

freely when something isn't working or feel comfort- manage their own career paths. It is understood that
able asking questions. When each individual is engaged we allow our employees to set their own goals, provide
and knows they are supported, that is when a true team them with the education to reach those goals and let
starts to really work together and great things can be them measure their successes. This helps to keep team
accomplished.

. members engaged.

irem.org/jpm
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In 1997, Kazakhstan, a Central Asian country formerly part of the Soviet
Union, had the unique opportunity to create its capital city from scratch.
Shortly after gaining independence, President Nursultan Nazarbayev made
the decision to move the country's capital from Almaty, in the southwest, to
Astana, a city previously named Akmola. Renamed Astana, a Kazakh word
meaning "capital': the new seat of government is located in the formerly
sparsely populated steppe lands, about three hours south of an area that once
held Soviet gulag labor camps.

The most popular reason cited for the capital's move is that Astana is less
earthquake -prone and more centrally located, helping distribute the coun-
try's wealth. Whatever the official reasoning, the building of Astana has come
to symbolize Kazakhstan's new freedom and its rise as an economic power
in the region.

A UNIQUE SHOWPIECE FOR CENTRAL ASIA
Fueled by its oil economy, President Nazarbayev developed Astana with the
intention of making it a showpiece. Instead of continuing the existing Soviet -
style infrastructure, he brought in foreign architects, developers and investors.
In part, the plan involved recreating already famous buildings. Thus, the Asta-
na skyline boasts its very own Arc de Triomphe, a pyramid housing the Palace

of Peace and Reconciliation and a presidential palace (pictured above left), a
refashioned White House with the additional local ornamentation of a blue
dome. Many of the other familiar buildings come from neighboring Russia.

The president also wanted to premier innovational design. The Khan
Shatyr, a complex of approximately 140,000 square meters, is the crown of

this initiative. Resembling a tent
in the breeze, a homage to

Kazakhstan's nomadic past, within
its transparent walls there are high -

end stores, a children's amusement
park, and a beach club with sand
flown in from the Maldives. Brit-
ish architect Norman Foster de-
signed Khan Shatyr, which opened
in 2010.

While many draw parallels be-
tween Astana and Las Vegas, an-
other city of fanciful buildings ris-
ing like a mecca in a formerly de-
serted area, the climate could not
be more different. Known as the
second coldest capital in the world
after Ulaan Baatar in Mongolia, As-

tana experiences temperature fluc-
tuations of over 150 degrees in one
year. The summers can be as hot as

the high 80s, and in the winters, the
temperature plunges to 40 below
zero regularly.
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LANGUAGE HAS HAD A UNIQUE EFFECT ON THE CITY.While Russian contin-
ues to be the language of business and most widely spoken, 64 percent of the population speaks Kazakh as their first
language. Kazakhstan has attempted to preserve its culture and language by installing Kazakh as the official language,
but it has been less successful than other former Soviet Republics at wiping out Russian. Thus, many residents cannot
comfortably read and recall local street names, which are all in Kazakh. Since even major streets may not have widely
known names, locals give addresses by identifying buildings by their nicknames. In addition to buildings called "pyramid,"
or "presidential palace," addresses may include being located in or next to the "lighter," or the "ashtray." The Central
Concert Hall, with its greenish color and circular entrance resembling leaves, is referred to as the "cabbage."
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MANAGEMENT THROUGH THE ELEMENTS The country also waits for Naza-

Beneath its shiny exterior, locals are concerned about the internal structures bayev to pick a successor. He is the

of many of the projects, their sustainability over time and the need for pro- only leader that has presided over
fessional management. an independent Kazakhstan, and

"I think in Astana, we will observe some of the same difficulties we face at 73 -years old, there are some con -

in Russia," said Russian Svetlana Zuyeva, CPM. "There is new architecture cerns about what will happen when

incorporating the latest technologies and engineering techniques, but our he can no longer lead.

local education, especially for facility management, does not provide the Though the economy is less sta-
necessary training to maintain these systems properly." ble than it was before the economic

Astana-based property manager, Sergey Apenko, CPM, agreed: "It is a crisis, Astana's development has in -

challenge here to establish specialized training. Developers tend to take over creased thanked to being selected
management because they think they can cut costs by managing themselves, as the 2017 site for the World Expo,
but often this becomes more costly in the long run." He added that many a large-scale international exhibi-
foreign investors left Kazakhstan when the economic crisis hit in 2008-2009, tion formally part of the World's
leaving buildings with no formal management in place. As a result, many Fair system. Being a World Expo
buildings in Astana, which are, for the most part, no more than 10 years old, site brings prestige, not to mention
already look older, especially the interiors, money and revenue. The theme

In addition to improving the quality of management, many local practi- is new energy, and Astana has a!-
tioners believe projects should be better tailored for the harsh weather. The ready broken ground on projects
Khan Shatyr's tent -like structure, for example, is draped in a white plastic, intended to highlight sustainable
which reflects the glaring sun, warming the inside too much in summer, and practices.
is already showing wear and tear from the beating wind and snow of winter. The World Expo is just another

"A building's exterior can be misleading," commented Dinara Ibaimova, sign that Kazakhstan is poised to
real estate consultant and IREM Member, "In Astana, facades look beauti- take a prominent position among
ful, but the internal can be substandard." Working with AOS STUDLEY in the world economies. Along with
Almaty, Ms. Ibaimova advises real estate professionals how to plan strategi- this prominence, Kazakh real es-
cally and think about efficiency, regional conditions, intended function and tate professionals hope manage -
capacity. "Our market in Almaty is more mature; developers here are ready ment standards will rise to meet
to listen and develop a product in line with international standards and cli- the challenge. "We see the market
ent needs." As a result, while both Astana and Almaty have large retail corn- moving slowly toward a change for
plexes and residential housing, Astana has far more vacancies reflecting that end -users," said Ibaimova "Corn -

for the capital, prestige frequently outweighs demand. pan ies like mine are directly par-
ticipating in the process of edu-

ASTANA'S FUTURE cating developers to think strate-
Kazakhstan remains close allies with Russia and is part of a customs union gically beforehand. Management
with Russia and Belarus. This union, started in 2010, serves as Russia's needs be part of that plan-not just
method of building a regional economy like the European Union. Russia's tactical and reactive. Only with im-
attempts to get Ukraine to join the same customs union contributed to the proved planning and management
explosion of unrest there that began in November 2013. can a building be a viable invest-

Kazakhs do not see themselves as in a similar position to Ukraine, de- ment long-term." .
spite the fact that their population is 25 percent Russian. "We are fortunate _________________________________
in that we have never succumbed to ethnic conflicts," said Denis Makeyev,

1 . 1 .CPM, resluent or Aimaty. As tne Russian ruble has fallen, Kazakhstan has LEAH MISBIN (LMISBIN'8IREM.ORG) IS SENIOR

MANAGER. INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, AT
responded by devaluing its currency, the tenge, in early 2014. IREM HEADQUARTERS IN CHICAGO.
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Our advocacy efforts go far beyond our Capitol Hill Visits, and one com-
ponent we are particularly excited about is our new IREM Day at the State-
house program. As part of this program, IREM Chapter Legislative Chairs
and Chapter Members are encouraged to plan and implement a visit to their
statehouse to meet with local legislators and staff. State -level advocacy is
crucial to bringing awareness to the issues facing the real estate industry, as
IREM Members can easily influence policy at the local level, and be seen as
an industry experts. Moreover, meeting with local legislators provides the
opportunity to build relationships with potential future members of Con-
gress.

For more information or assistance in planning a Day at the Statehouse,
contact IREM Government Affairs staff.

With the November midterm elections approaching, and legislators as well
as candidates gearing up for a busy election season, legislation faces an in-
creasing number of roadblocks on its path to the president's desk. At this
time, Congress is favoring putting off votes that can be potentially risky or
controversial until after the elections, and likely avoiding votes on sweeping
and comprehensive reforms.

Examples of stalled bills include: Rep. Dave Camp's recent Tax Reform
Act of 2014, or the recent Johnson-Crapo bill, which sought housing finance
and government -sponsored entity (GSE) reform.

Despite the challenging political environment, there have been some
major developments on issues that have broad support, and are critical to
the real estate industry. One example is the bipartisan bill co -sponsored

by Sens. Jeanne Shaheen (D -NH)
and Rob Portman (R -OH) titled
the Energy Savings and Industrial
Competitiveness Act, also known
as Shaheen -Portman. This bill, ex-
pected to be voted on in the Senate
in May, contains provisions for the

Tenant Star program, which en-
ables tenants in commercial build-
ings who promote energy efficiency
to be recognized and certified by
the EPA. IREM supports the Ten-
ant Star program, and is encour-
aged by the bipartisan support for
the Shaheen -Portman bill.

Another major development was
the passage of the Flood Insurance
Affordability Act, which rolled back
some of the changes the Biggert-
Waters Flood Insurance Reform
Act of 2012 made to the National
Flood Insurance Program. The
Biggert-Waters bill sought to bring
financial stability to the deeply -

indebted National Flood Insurance
Program by strategically winding
down flood insurance subsidies,
among other measures. However,
a botched implementation of the
provisions of Biggert-Waters lead
to dramatically increased and un-
affordable insurance premiums on
unsuspecting homeowners.

Following the enormous insur-
ance rate increases, legislation was
introduced in both chambers of
Congress to address the issue, and
on March 13, the Senate voted 72-
22 in favor of approving the House

version. President Obama signed
the bill into law on March 21. IREM

applauds the bipartisan efforts of
Congress in passing the Flood In-
surance Affordability Act. 
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While discussions on government -sponsored entities (GSEs),
specifically, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, usually focus on
their involvement in the single-family secondary mortgage
market, their role in the multifamily secondary market may
seem overlooked, since multifamily loans have performed rela-
tively well, even throughout the economic downturn. Freddie
Mac's delinquency rate was nine basis points as of December
31, 2013, and since 2008, delinquency rates peaked for Fannie
Mae at around 80 basis points in the first quarter of2010.

However, the GSE's involvement in the secondary mortgage
market is still significant. In 2013, Freddie Mac provided fi-
nancing for almost 1,600 properties totaling approximately
388,000 apartment units. In addition, in 2013, Freddie Mac
Multifamily funded $25.9 billion in new business volume,
along with Fannie Mae providing $28.8 billion in financing to
the multifamily market.

IREM adopted a statement of policy in April of 2011 on the
secondary mortgage market, in which we recognize the role of

B A the secondary mortgage market in providing stability for the
multifamily housing market. Moreover, GSEs have provided
liquidity in the multifamily housing market and enabled hous-B A A B
ing providers to keep up with demand for rental housing.

The need for GSE reform legislation has been a persistent
B A topic of debate since 2008, and recently there have been several

proposals in Congress which attempt reform. Chairman of the House

) B Committee on Financial Services Rep. Jeb Hensarling (R -TX) intro-
duced the PATH (Protecting American Taxpayers and Homeowners)

 A B Act, which lacks an explicit federal guarantee for the mortgage mar-
ket.

B B Also, Sens. Bob Corker (R -TN) and Mark Warner (D -VA) intro-
duced the Housing Finance Reform and Taxpayer Protection Act, which, like
the PATH Act, would seek to wind down Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and,
unlike the PATH Act, would create a federal backstop in the form of the Federal
Mortgage Insurance Corporation (FMIC).

Another recent Senate proposal from Sens. Tim Johnson (D -SD) and Mike
Crapo (R -ID) builds on the Corker -Warner proposal by addressing the second-

ary mortgage market for multifamily, and distinguishes it from the single-family
market. Johnson-Crapo would establish an Office of Multifamily Housing within
the FMIC, and would require Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to separate their
multifamily businesses into subsidiaries within one year, with the intent of these
subsidiaries ultimately becoming stand-alone businesses.

Debate on the Johnson-Crapo bill has been delayed, and there appears to be
very little chance of it, or any major GSE reform bill, passing both chambers of
Congress anytime soon. There are still dramatically differing visions on what re-
form should look like, particularly between Rep. Jeb Hensarling's PATH Act, and
the Senate proposals, and with midterm elections approaching in November, the
political will for a major reform likely is not in the cards anytime soon.
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ROBOT CLEANING

Avidbots is a new, next generation
"smart cleaning" prototype being
developed using laser mapping tech-
nology to construct maps for clean-
ing jobs. Multiple Avidbots com-
municate with each other in "swarm
mode" so that they don't cover the
same area twice. The robots are
available to purchase or to rent by
the hour, and include a tablet -based
application to function.
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POWERCUBE

be

reaching below your desk or
other furniture is inconve-
nient. The PowerCube has a
5 -foot extension cord fitted
to it, so it can be mounted to
have a power outlet within
reach by using the conve-

nient stick -on dock. In addition, a dual USB port is included so you can have a

complete charging system at your fingertips.

SMARTPHONE JUMPSTART

The JUNOJUMPR is a Smartphone accessory in the form of a

portable charger, that can also be used to jumpstart a car in the
case of a breakdown. This compact but powerful device contains
a 6,000 rnAh battery and a USB port that can be used to charge
mobile devices on the go. However, the 7oz charger can also re-
place the usual 251b, 12V batteries that are used to jumpstart a

car. By connecting jump cables, the battery can provide a peak
of 300A to jumpstart both four- and six -cylinder engine cars in a

matter of minutes.

CROWD -SOURCED

CLIMATE CONTROL

CrowdComfort is a crowd re-
porting tool that can help you
monitor your tenants' individ-
ual comfort levels and adjust
accordingly. By downloading
the CrowdComfort app, ten-
ants can rate their comfort
level or report a maintenance
issue, then send their report
to the property manager along
with a timestamp and a geolo-
cation. By getting instant feed
back, you can adjust heating
and cooling to create a more
efficient and environmentally -

friendly management strategy.
(1I1(ui.pj. S VYS iTsilili
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Gadgets / spotlight

DGETS TO HELP IMPROVE
ON -THE -GO PRODUCTIVITY

Whether touring properties, meeting with clients,
tenants or vendors, property managers are always
in motion. Many times during the course of a busy
day, it's the small things, like having a low power
warning on your Smartphone, or forgetting that
all-important USB cable for a PowerPoint presenta-
tion, that can bring things to a screeching halt-but
not with the following three gadgets.

APEN TOUCH 81 $99.99

\ ing, frustrating or
even maddening,
you are not alone.

Without a touch screen tablet or laptop, Windows 8 is
not user friendly. However, there is a device to help max-
imize your Windows 8 experience.

The Apen Touch 8 is a wireless stylus "pen" that works
with any laptop that has Windows 8 and a screen 17
inches or smaller. The Apen Touch 8 is as simple to use
as click, connect and touch. The pen connects wirelessly
to a receiver that clips on the side of the laptop. Plugging
the receiver into a USB port allows the user to perform
touch screen functions built in to Windows 8. Simply
slide, swap or drag to operate, browse through files, im-
ages or web pages. You can also use the Apen Touch 8
to take notes in your own handwriting, sign or annotate
documents, draw or add personal touches to photos or
presentations. The Apen Touch 8 even allows handwrit-
ten notes to be transferred into text.

ITAA!!X.iIiIJiIKiJia1

By Matthew Town ley, CPM, ARM

CHARGECARD AND CHARGEKEY BY
NOMAD

I
$29.00 EACH

Charge Card and Charge Key by No-
mad resulted from successful Kick-
starter projects.

______ The ChargeCard is a compact
USB phone charger (roughly the size

_____ of a credit card) that is small enough
to fit in your wallet. Simply plug the
ChargeCard into any USB port and
char e our iPhone or Android. WithV the ChargeCard, you no longer have
to worry about carrying around a
bulky wall charger and power cable
to charge your Smartphone-just take
the ChargeCard out of your wallet,
flip open the cable located in the cen-
ter of the card and connect it to the

Smartphone and any USB port.
The ChargeKey by Nomad, is a micro USB cable that

is approximately the size of a house key. Small enough to
be carried on your key ring, the ChargeKey allows you to
always have a USB cable handy. The ChargeKey is made
of flexible plastic, allowing you to bend it in almost any
direction to aid in easy connectivity. The ChargeKey is
sold in two versions: the ChargeKey for iPhone and the
ChargeKey Micro USB for Android, Samsung, Nexus
and all micro-USB-powered devices.

MATTHEW TOWNLEY. CPM, ARM (MATTHEW'ã
TOWNLEYREALTV.COM) IS BROKER ASSOCIATE
AT TOWN LEY REALTY CO., AMO IN HOUSTON.
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Pay A tten tb n to Pa th s
Look up the word path and you will find references to a number of acronyms
involving transportation systems, message sharing, algorithms and social
networking and mental health sites. In a simpler sense, the term path can
mean a defined, constructed, pedestrian walkway surface. A path can also be
a track made by or animals or people walking over the ground.

Pedestrian walkways are a key part of almost any landscape. Where a path
is part of a paved surface, there is typically not a problem. These paved sur-
faces are usually firm and typically have good slip resistance. Paths can also
be less formal or defined: A pedestrian walkway off to the side may be noth-
ing more than a path worn through landscaped areas by the general public.

Ths niths frt-n renrecnt th shortest, most expeditious route of
nts.

path that is worn through landscaped
:oncern to a property manager? Aside
riot being originally intended, and
ing the obvious aesthetic issues, they
ten represent safety hazards. Paths
rorn through grass and planted ar-
eas expose uneven ground, rocks,
and shrub and tree roots-potential
tripping hazards. These paths may
also expose the underlying soil and
unstable loose debris, which, even

when dry, can become a slipping
hazard when water collects and
mud forms during periods of in-
clement weather.

Keeping paths safe by consider-
ing the following:

Replanting worn area plant-
ings; Even though this might
not change pedestrian traffic
and may need to be done fre-
quently, it will at least tempo-
rarily fix the problem.
Using a "keep off the grass"
sign.

Posts and/or a chain barrier to
deter traffic.

The International Property Main-
tenance Code requires:

302.1 Sanitation. "All exterior
property and premises shall be
maintained in a clean, safe and
sanitary condition."

Safe means free from harm or
risk. A muddy path, paved or not,
represents an unnecessary slipping
hazard. In the 1980s, the BOCA
Basic Property Management Code,
predecessor to the International
Property Maintenance Code, specif-
ically identified mud as a condition
to be avoided on paved surfaces.
Similar slippery conditions exist
on a muddy or partially muddy un-
paved pedestrian path. Although
unintended, pedestrian paths with
these conditions exist and cause
undue risk.

JULIUS PEREIRA III
UULIUSPEREIRAØ
COMCAST.NET) IS THE
OWNER OF PEREIRA
CONSULTING IN
CHADDS FORD. PA.
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Because every leader needs an edge.
The Executive Edge is a conference curated specifically
for real estate management professionals, designed to
invigorate your leadership skills, offer ample networking
opportunities and give you the education you need to
develop new business..

The ultimate discovery experience for:

Real estate managers
Property managers
Asset managers
Commercial and residential management executives
Aspiring leaders from the site to the C -suite

IREM® Executive Edge is the only industry event designed
to meet the challenges and needs of both multifamily and
commercial real estate managers.

Are you an IREM® (hapt1è?7

Do you serve on an IREM® national commfttee or boa

Get schedule information and register for the full IRE
Fall Leadership Conference, October 14-18, 2014
www.irem.org/IFLC. In addition to experiencing IR
Executive Edge, you'll be shaping the Institute indust
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The transformation of consumers' technology
habits has been the driver behind the devel-
opment of mobile innovation for the property
management industry. Such technology can

enhance and support your ability to attract and retain
new residents and tenants. This year, mobile devices will
overtake desktops and laptops as the primary vehicle
used globally to access the Internet. In the U.S., more
than 60 percent of mobile phones are now Smartphones.

Buoying those figures is particularly convincing evi-
dence that searching for products or services via mo-
bile devices leads to a far higher action/follow-through
rate-cited in one survey as up to 70 percent. The mobile
consumer is a motivated one.

"What today's consumers want is self-service. They
want to log in online or from their Smartphone and pay
their rent; they don't want to call their property man-
agement office, or write a check. And when they want to
pay rent, they want to pay it now," said John Pendergast,
Senior Vice President of Yardi Client Services. That's
true for those renting in both personal and professional
capacities.

Innovative mobile technology developed specifically
for the property management industry makes providing
immediate satisfaction easier than ever. In fact, the abil-
ity to pay rent online, schedule recurring rent payments,

YARDI

submit and track a maintenance request, and renew a
lease-from a mobile device-already exists. With the
right technology, property management companies can
even allow their residents do these same tasks through
Facebook. Companies embracing mobile technology
find that it not only pleases their residents, but improves
the efficiency and workflow of their employee teams on -
site.

"It's given me the power of time. You've given me my
time back to go out and manage my team," said Melissa
D. White, who oversees marketing, training and social
media for multifamily management firm GFI. She was
referring to GFI's use of Yardi's RENTCafe" product,
which is a complete mobile leasing and marketing soft-
ware solution for the multifamily market.

RENTCafe offers a broad spectrum of functional-
ity that includes reputation management, social media
marketing, online leasing and resident services, ILS data
syndication, property marketing sites and full integra-
tion with Yardi Voyager property management soft-
ware. It's an option that meets the mobile needs of both
property managers and their customers.

Yardi also offers COMMERCIALCafe geared to com-
mercial tenants and leasing staff. COMMERCIALCafe''
offers tenants the convenience of online access to state-
ments, maintenance requests and other services from
their desktops or mobile devices.

"We can easily communicate with tenants and they can
look up their accounts receivables and other information
at their convenience, wherever they might be. COM-
MERCIALCafe gives us the platform we need to keep
pace with today's tenants, and the product's self-service
features save us payroll costs:' said Steve Cassidy, Presi-
dent of Denholtz Associates, which uses the product.

Keeping pace with trends in mobility is a priority of
all savvy property management professionals. By adopt-
ing powerful technology solutions, delivering much -de-
sired instant gratification is right around the corner.
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As we move further into the Digital
Age, it's clear that mobile trends have
gone mainstream, heavily infiltrating
the property management sphere. This
isn't a surprise; mobile solutions cater
to the expectations of renters living in
a digital society while ultimately boost-
ing revenue for property owners and
management companies.

If you haven't jumped on the mobile
bandwagon, consider these ways mobile
is revolutionizing how property manag-
ers do business.

GOING PAPERLESS
Mobile tools can automate tedious ad-
ministrative tasks from marketing to
billing, while eliminating paperwork
and enhancing productivity. Instead
of accepting and processing in -person
payments during rent week, staff can
focus on driving business forward-
and firms can grow their portfolio without expanding
their workforce.

BOOSTING ACCESSIBILITY
As digital natives, Millennial customers are particularly
drawn to mobile convenience. Prospective renters can

"Prospective renters

can search for and

view properties

online, and filL out

applications, pay

fees and submit i PRESENCE
documentation A website that is aesthetically appeal -

without an ing and offers convenience for its visi-
inconvenient trip tors can be a highly effective channel

to the property." for attracting new business. To make
your site more modern, be sure it's mo-
bile -optimized and easy to view on any
screen.

If you're still waiting to get on board,
delay no longer. It's time to find a Web -

based property management software,
like AppFolio, that will allow you to embrace and maxi-
mize these mobile trends. .

search for and view properties online,
and fill out applications, pay fees and
submit documentation without an in-
convenient trip to the property. Cur-
rent residents no longer need to deliver
rent checks in person or wait for office
hours to place service requests.

PROMOTING AN
ATTRACTIVE WEB

NAT KUNES (NAT.KUNESAPPFOLIO.COM) IS THE
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT MANAGEMENT AT APPFOLIO.
APPFOLIO PROPERTY MANAGER IS A WEB -BASED
SOLUTION DESIGNED FOR RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
MANAGERS WORKING IN MULTIFAMILY SETTINGS.

irem.org/jpm
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"It's obvious here in Southern California-just by looking at the land-
scape of our environment-that we're in drought:' said Sandra Vaughan -

Acton, CPM, Director of Real Estate for Cal Poly Pomona Foundation
Inc., in Pomona, Calif.

California, as of April, was having its driest year on record, according
to information from the National Drought Mitigation Center at the Uni-
versity of Nebraska -Lincoln. The organization helps people and institu-
tions develop and implement measures to reduce societal vulnerability
to drought.

Information from the center also concluded that drought intensified
on the southern Great Plains in March, with Kansas experiencing an in-
crease in "extreme drought" conditions, and Oklahoma and Texas expe-
riencing increases in "extreme to exceptional" drought conditions. On a
broader scale, drought covered approximately 38 percent of the contigu-
ous United States in March.

"Realistically, every place in the United States is drought prone:' said
Brian Fuchs, climatologist for the center.

As such, any real estate manager and any property can be exposed
to drought and its serious implications-from crop deterioration, to
business interruption for tenants that are heavy water users, to a halt in
water -intensive tourism and recreation activities, to a rise in water costs.
Fuchs said the widespread potential for drought should incite a wide-
spread focus on water conservation.

"Conservation by everyone is important regardless of property type or
geographic location:' he said.

In fact, in some areas of the country, water conservation isn't a choice,
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WATER SCARCITY
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1 / Murticlpabuies in the U.S./ where residentIal water/ billS haVe doubled In the

THREE BIG REASONS

Increased water usage as the world becomes

1
more urban, Industrial, and mobile.

2
Population growlh moans more people need
the precious resource to survive.

3 ;. Our diets have become more woter-intensive,
and the food we eat requires more waler to
produce.

MORE REASONS:
Climate strange, inadequate and miogaided infrasuctijro, poor ostrastion
pracsces, in&flclent farming methods...

FOR EXAMPLE
13/1 7,000,000,000

tt takes 13 gallons of water 1 quarter Current amid population
to produce I gaflon ot gas. pounder

80 000 000
6,00011,700 j Annual population Increall

Ftyinq 6,000 mItes across 30 showers 47%
the U.S. costs the oquivalent Portion ot population that Could

of 1,700 toilet flushes. live in watersCdrce

but it's a mandate by local government.
Regulations and restrictions on water -use
vary from municipality to municipality and
touch upon limiting actions and water -use
devices like landscape watering, fountains,
mist systems and turf installation. Failure to
adhere to municipal rules can result in pen-
alties and fines.

"Nevada has taken extreme measures to
conserve water. In our state the obvious mes-
sage is water conservation is a public policy:'
said Barbara Holland, CPM, president of
H&L Management Company in Las Vegas.

Holland said any new properties in South-
ern Nevada are required to have landscaping
that is 80 percent drought tolerant. She said
properties can be fined for excessive water
use or actions like watering during periods
of the day when irrigating is prohibited be-
cause of heat.

Vaughan -Acton said California State Uni-
versity has mandated Cal Poly Pomona cut
usage by 20 percent. Considering the poten-
tial implications for real estate owners, she
said managers should pay careful attention
and adhere to the restrictions.

"The most important role of a manager
during drought is to stay informed of the
facts and changing rules from various agen-
cies, and to communicate them to others
who impact water use."

In addition to helping real estate owners
avoid fines and penalties for not being com-
pliant with water -use restrictions, managers
can also help them to take advantage of the
incentives some municipalities are offering
for conservation efforts.

Both the Golden State Water Company in
Orange County and the Southern Nevada
Water Authority are offering $1.00 for every
square foot of turf converted to xeriscaping,
a water -conserving landscaping technique
that uses drought -tolerant plants, mulch and
efficient irrigation. The Los Angeles Depart-
ment of Water and Power is offering $2 per
square foot.
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'IS
Such monetary incentives,

Holland said, can offset
the large leap in water _______________
prices spurred by wa-
ter shortages. Howev- -

er, she said the prices
have increased so
dramatically that her
properties have actu-
ally not seen a real sav-
ings from their prior bills

despite major conservation efforts. At the
same time, she acknowledged how high the
water bills would be without conserving wa-
ter-saying it is a major motivation for more
properties in the West to shift to xeriscaping.

"When people start to see water prices go
up and incentives being offered, they start
listening:' Holland said. "Water conserva-
tion is what you have to do to maximize
what you spend on water. It's a regular part
of my budget. It's just part of the normal
practice out here"

To help property owners and managers
with the practice of conserving water-re-
gardless of their geographic location-the
EPA has developed an entire program called
WaterSense. Through water -efficient prod-
ucts and services, the program offers a van-
ely of channels to decrease water -usage.

The program suggests focusing on reduc-
ing leaks; increasing the water efficiency of
fixtures, equipment, systems, and processes;
educating employees and occupants about
water efficiency to encourage water -saving
behaviors; and reusing onsite alternative
water like graywater or rainwater to water
landscapes.

Both Holland and Vaughan -Acton said
they have instituted several solutions aligned
with the EPA'S suggestions-from low flow
fixtures and tenant education to drought re-
sistant landscaping. However, they both said
water -smart landscaping was the most effec-
tive way to reduce water usage, and keep wa-
ter bills down as a result. Outdoor water use
can account for between 5 percent and 30

percent of a facility's total water use, according to EPA information.
According to the EPA's water conservation guide, "Best Manage-

ment Practices for Commercial and Institutional Facilities:' prop-
erties that irrigate their landscapes with water efficient irrigation
products and practices could cut the amount of water lost because
of evaporation, wind and runoff by as much as 50 percent. Such
products and practices include native plantings, water budgeting,
seasonal scheduling or WaterSense labeled weather -based irrigation
controls.

Holland said the properties managed by her company converted
to desert landscaping in the early 2000s. While she was unable to
provide data demonstrating the resulting decrease in water use, she
said that naturally a decline occurred.

"Of course when you remove an acre of turf you're going to see a
difference in water use:' she said.

Still, water conservation can only go so far. Vaughan -Acton said
further reducing water usage at the properties she manages, on top
of the water conservation controls already put in place, will be a
challenge.

"I'm in a position where I am already maximizing sustainability
efforts:' she said. "I just don't see how we'll be able to cut water usage
by an additional 20 percent"

Finding ways to continually reduce water use is a real challenge
considering how long drought can last. Nevada is in its third year of
official drought conditions, while California is in its second year of
drought conditions. But even in areas of the country with less fre-
quency of drought, conditions can persist for long periods of time,
said Fuchs of the National Drought Mitigation Center.

"Droughts are unique compared to other disasters because they
linger:' he said. "The shortest drought lasts several months. Other
disasters like tornados and hurricanes are quick or have a short du-
ration, even though the impact from those events can last'

Fuchs and real estate managers reiterated the importance of wa-
ter conservation regardless of geography, although tactics-particu-
larly regarding landscape-might vary throughout.

"Water is a finite supply:' Holland said, "so we're just going to
have to be more careful about conservation' .

KRISTIN GUNDERSON HUNT IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM. IF YOU
HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN IREM MEMBER
INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT
MTOSCASIREM.ORG.
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TAKE THE _
STRESS OULlJ

__OF SITE VISITS
A site visit by a monitoring agency (e.g. state housing credit agency,
Project Based Contract Administrator, Rural Development) can be a
source of stress and hard work. One approach is to view a site visit not as
an event, but a process. Through the preparation, review and response
phases, there are opportunities to improve.

DOS AND DON'TS

A good first step in successful inspections is having staff at all levels of
the company attend training offered by the agency or funder to encour-
age relationship building and get to know the people performing the
inspections.

Plan ahead: The days shortly before the inspection are not the time to
start preparing. Preparation should not be an event, but rather a process.
How soon after notification of a planned visit do you start to prepare?
Do you have internal checklists for the review in addition to any sent by
the monitor? Checklists are an effective means of ensuring critical items
are completed. Note: checklists should be specific to a task and have
a limited number of items to check off. LEDIC Management Group, a
property management company based in Memphis, Tenn., holds an in-
ternal call with all relevant staff once notice of a site visit is received (see
flow chart).

Do not wait until the last minute to review resident files and ensure
the files are neat and organized. Be sure to include any missing docu-
ments, while avoiding accusations of fraud by not backdating or chang-

PREPARATION AND

ORGANIZATION

MAKE FOR

A SMOOTH

INSPECTION

By Brian Carnahan, HCCP and

Oke Johnson, HCCP, CPM
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Compliance receive -

Letter received
copy of letter. Call to

by LEDIC
discuss findings and

Corrections completed

corrective actions by property

scheduled within
3 days

Corrections Compliance

ight? reviews
corrections

Compliance Sends
response to state

SITE VISIT SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

ing documents. Make sure a process is in place for quality assurance of ten-
ant files on an ongoing basis. Remember, as a general rule, non-compliance
discovered through the course of owner due diligence that is corrected be-
fore notification of an audit (the "Bright Line" in IRS parlance) cannot be
reported as non-compliance to the IRS.

Conduct regular inspections of units throughout the year plus an addi-
tional walk through before an inspection. Not inspecting units regularly can
result in significant non-compliance. Additional costs can be incurred when
it is time to turn a unit and it is discovered the resident caused major dam-
age. A minimum of two inspections per year of each unit at least provides an
opportunity to change air filters in HVAC units.

If there is a scheduling conflict, request a change in the inspection date
sooner rather than later. The longer the time between receipt of the notice

and the request to change, the less
likely it will occur. The reason for
the change should be valid. Creat-
ing more time to fix problems is
not a valid reason.

Do not wait until shortly before
the review to send the documents
requested by the monitoring agen-
cy. Most agencies set a deadline for

receiving pre -review documenta-
tion. Meeting the deadline, or even
submitting documents early, can
show the property is serious about
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the inspection, respect to the physical condition of the unit; for example, reporting faulty
On the day of the inspection, smoke detectors or ensuring no block egress violations. A few pictures of

plan to have enough staff onsite what will be considered findings can be useful. For example, a resident may
to conduct the physical inspec- not know what "blocked egress" means. Include multiple days in the second
tion. The number of staff required notice if the property is large. In winter months, it can be helpful to include
for the physical inspection should an extra day in case the weather causes a delay.
be verified with the lead inspector,
who will able to identify how many THE DAY OF THE INSPECTION AND BEYOND

inspectors will be conducting the Once the day of the inspections has arrived, there is little left to do but re -

actual physical inspections. A rep- lax. If it was not corrected before today, there is little reason to stress. If it is

resentative of the project will have incorrect, it presents an opportunity to learn and make improvements, and

to accompany each one. Someone avoid the same mistakes in the future. Long term, a goal of every housing

will also have to be available in the community should be to operate in the condition that it could be subject to

office if staff will be reviewing files a review at any time. While this is a challenging goal, it will help to set stan-

at the same time. dards and motivate staff.

Require the maintenance staff to A prompt and thorough response to the inspection report will help to
have batteries and smoke detectors mitigate any non-compliance (see the flow chart for one approach to re-

on hand for quick replacement. sponding to inspection reports). Some questions to consider regarding re-

Correcting these findings as they sponding to the inspection report include:

occur may not avoid a write-up in 1. Who makes corrections to file and physical non-compliance?

the inspector's report, but it will 2. Is one person responsible for coordinating and tracking the response?

save time. To ensure a successful 3. Who in the company reviews the report and response before it is sent

correction of an issue, it is helpful to ensure it is complete and responsive to the non-compliance issues

and reported?

a note for the resident at the same Inspections are a regular occurrence in affordable housing programs.

time. Thus, unless a company plans to exit the business altogether, there will al -

Take your own notes during the ways be another inspection around the corner. Some questions to consider

inspection: Taking pictures can include:

also be helpful during the inspec- 1. How are results from the review incorporated into company operations?

tion. Cell -phone cameras make it For example, do you intentionally attempt to learn from each review by

easier to create documentary cvi- analyzing the review?

dence of a compliance issue. Tak- 2. Are review responses simply something to be completed, sent to the
ing both of these steps gives you a agency in question and forgotten?

chance to tackle the non-compli- 3. How often are changes made in response to a review?

ance quickly, but also ensures you
have something to rely upon in BRIAN CARNAHAN, HCCP, (BCARNAHANØOHIOHOME.ORG) IS DIRECTOR

case of any discrepancies between OF THE OHIO HOUSING FINANCE AGENCY'S OFFICE OF PROGRAM

what you thought was non-compli-
COMPLIANCE, WHERE HE OVERSEES THE COMPLIANCE MONITORING OF
TAX CREDIT, HOME AND SECTION 8 COMMUNITIES.

ance and what the inspector writes
in his report.

Work with the residents: To fa - OKE JOHNSON, HCCP, CPM, (OKE.JOHNSONØLED!C.COM) IS VICE
cilitate communication, consider PRESIDENT OF COMPLIANCE SERVICES AND SENIOR ASSET MANAGER

providing two notices to residents. FOR LEDIC MANAGEMENT GROUP. WHERE HE IS RESPONSIBLE

The first, once the date is set, and
FOR ENSURING THE SUCCESSFUL COMPLIANCE OF PROPERTIES
PARTICIPATING IN THE LOW INCOME HOUSING TAX CREDIT PROGRAMUthe second 24 to 48 hours before AND VARIOUS HUD PROGRAMS.

the actual inspection. The inspec-
tion is a good time to communicate
about resident responsibilities with
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sect Prrtic

Searching for best practices for managing your real estate management company?

Want suggestions for operating your company more efficiently and more effectively?

Looking for insights into building and sustaining a competitive advantage?

If so, you'll want to read Best Practices: Real Estate Management Service

REM Institute of Real

This pra ct/cal guide, developed by the lREM Industry
Standards Advisory Board, is filled with insights to guide
management company executives responsible for pro v/ding
real estate management services to others.

Usefully organized around four categories, Best
Practices can serve as a handy checklist for
benchmarking your company's operations:

 The management company - ii best practices covering
such topics as company formation, policies and procedures,
corporate record keeping, and
company ethics

 Client relations - 12. best practices running the gamut
from identifying client objectives to disclosure

 Management of the property -23 best
practices that hit on the management plan,
routine and preventive maintenance, handling
insurance claims, and property staffing - with a
new practice statement on sustainability

 Tenant/resident relations -6 best practices
ranging from lease agreements to customer service

Also Available in Print:
Member Price: $27.96
Regular Price: $34.95
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 The results are in from IREM'S PROFILE AND COMPENSA-
TION STUDIES OF CPM/CPM CANDIDATE MEMBERS AND ARM
MEMBERS. [p.64]  Have you registered for your courses? See
COURSE LISTINGS for Jul/Aug [p.66].

REM MEMBERS ENJOY A FREE SUBSCRIPTION TO JPM®.
NOT AN REM MEMBER? JOIN TODAY AT 1REM.ORG/JOIN/REM. k
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A STUDY IN By John Salustri,
contributing writer for JPM®

I[ J//'

CAREER

sift FAMILY

N

AWUJI cAPUñTP CP
has a full plate. But then again, it
seems she always has. Carpenter
heads Dawning Real Estate, AMO,
a full -service firm she founded on
Staten Island, N.Y., 15 years ago.
If leading an eight -person firm
(to date, the only AMO on Staten
Island) isn't enough, as a property
manager herself, she's on call 24/7.

And it doesn't stop there. She was
recently nominated to the post of
2015 secretary/treasurer of the New
York State Association of Realtors.
When she takes the presidency of
that organization in 2017, she will be
the first CPM to hold that title.

IREM and NAR are "very like-
minded," she said, especially in
terms of their ethical guidelines.
"They both dictate that you treat
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your colleagues and your clients ty within that state?" Through the efforts of RPAC, "the legislation was de -
with the utmost care. When it feated in 2013."
comes to ethical practices, the old
adage is true. If you want to talk the IINIIL LAfLllP
talk, you have to walk the walk." Clearly, Carpenter is a leader. But how do our association's leaders them-

WALKING THE WALK selves define leadership? And who do they look up to? "Leadership is being

Carpenter in fact has been walking
able to articulate the concerns of the group of people you work with," she

the walk for the full life of her firm, said. "It means standing beside, rather than in front, of them."

not only maintaining active mem- When asked who her mentors are, the top on Carpenter's list is her mother.

berships in the two groups but also "She was a single parent who worked 12 hours a day to raise two children."
holding many leadership positions (Today, both her mom and her sister work at Dawning.) Professionally, the
in both. For IREM, she currently first name that comes to mind is Sandra Kerin, "an IREM educator and my
serves, not surprisingly, as vice first contact within IREM. She sought me out after one of the certification
chair of the National Ethics Corn- classes and said, CJ can always tell who will be successful in this business.
mittee, and in 2013 was chair of the And you have what it takes.'"
National Ethics Inquiry Board. She

From NAR, she credits Greg Connors and Susan Goldy. "They took the
was president of the greater New

time to listen to my thoughts in regard to commercial real estate and re -York chapter in 2006.

For NAR, she served as Staten spected the crossover between residential and commercial. They also recog-

Island chapter president in 2008 nized my leadership potential." She added that the executive members, and

and is currently New York State in fact the general population of both groups, are very accessible and always

Political Action Committee chair. more than willing to lend support and advice.
Through IREM's affiliation with
NAR, Carpenter is also actively in- AACll fiT AIJJ=

volved in the REALTOR Political Work/life balance is a craft not easily mastered, especially for someone with
Action Committee. Carpenter's calendar. She seems to be juggling well. She admitted that chil-

"The money I contribute to dren would be "overbearing" at this point in her life. Married this past Sep-
RPAC is my company's insurance tember to her longtime partner (a CPA), Carpenter said that two profession -
against hurtful legislation," she al lives make work -first decisions a lot easier to make. "We both understand
said. "Through it, we can lobby to what business entails,"
protect private property rights, we

So what's the message? What's the takeaway from a clear leader who iscan advocate for tax credits for our
commercial clients and for fewer upwardly mobile in two sister associations in the industry? "The takeaway

legislative roadblocks for our- is twofold," Carpenter believes: "First, it's camaraderie and support. I have

selves. friends all over the U.S. because of this business and my affiliations. Which

She cited recent New York leg- means I have support groups around the country. Second, it's knowledge.
islation that would have restrict- Both associations give you the tools for success. If you decide to use them."
ed the state broker license to the In other words, leadership is what you make of it. .
county of a professional's primary
office, "But I have another office DAWN M. CARPENTER, CPM (DMCARPENTER656GMAIL.COM) IS A PRESI-

DENT OF DAWNING REAL ESTATE, INC. IN STATEN ISLAND, N.Y.
in Upstate New York," Carpenter
said. "Why should a state license
limit my business to just one coun-
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Pid ,'z4
By Car! D. York, CPM Emeritus

Article 4 of the AMO Code states that an AMO Firm "shall use reason-
able efforts to provide accurate, auditable financial and business records and
documentation concerning each asset managed for the client," based on the
terms of the management agreement.

The term "shall use" implies you must make reasonable effort to provide
and protect your clients' interest-not only based on their specific report-
ing requirements, but also when undertaking a new client relationship-by
suggesting steps they consider necessary for reporting and documentation
based on their previous experience and IREM education.

2icne Ycw eCñn5
When written guidance is not established, both the clients and managers
open themselves to misunderstanding and failure. For the protection and
well-being of both parties, it is incumbent on the CPM Member responsible
for oversight of an AMO Firm to encourage that management agreements
are in writing and contain clearly defined financial and business reporting
requirements for every asset the firm is responsible for.

If an ethics complaint is brought against an ARM, CPM or ACoM Mem-
ber employed by an AMO Firm, the complainant could choose to file the
complaint both against the member and the AMO Firm (if the firm has
responsibilities for preparation of client reports and documentation). It is
safe to say that if an ethics complaint is filed, the result of such a complaint
will, in most cases, be determined by the documentation, or lack thereof,
provided by both parties.

i1,d 1je Mance-
inz: iMt

Whatever tit'I you hold within
your organization-whether with
an AMO Firm or not-as an IREM
Member, you are required under
both the IREM and AMO Codes of

Ethics to know and follow all estab-
lished legal policy of your organi-
zation. Safeguarding and prepar-
ing records and information relat-
ed to clients' business and personal
affairs should be handled based on
the management agreement and
not disclosed to third parties un-
less required by law or written per-
mission of the client.

To avoid violations of the AMO
Code related to Article 4:

Treat all property and client
information as proprietary.
Establish safeguards for client,
tenant and resident records re-
lated to "red flag" legal require-
ments enacted to help prevent
identity theft.
Don't disclose written or verbal
information without written
approval from all parties.

Clients choose to do business
with an AMO Firm because of the
high standards required of its own-
ers, managers and staff to achieve
this designation. Nothing that we
provide in our services to clients
is more important than being able
to ensure that reporting and docu-
mentation is provided with the ut-
most care and professionalism. .

CARL 0. YORK, CPM EMERI-
TUS, (YORKØSENTINEL-
CORP.COM) IS VICE PRESI-
DENT OF SENTINEL REAL
ESTATE CORPORATION IN
FISHERS, IND. ±
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SApril
Akira Kon, CPM
Satoshi Koshimura,
Naoki Kurahashi, CPM

Takumi Araki, CPM
John A. Laster, CPM

Norio Aso, CPM
Karen J. Luster, CPM

Paul G. Beck, CPM Stephen J. Lynch, CPM
Jon B. Black, CPM Junji Makino, CPM
Paul E. Bollinger, CPM, ARM Shinya Matsumoto, CPM
Hayfa Chaffee, CPM, ARM Shigeru Matsunaga, CPM
William G. Chaney, CPM Kellie J. Mayhew, CPM
Kari L. Corveno, CPM Carolyn G. McLeod -Metz, CPM, ACOM
Teresa Esposito, CPM Ginger L. Miller, CPM
Satoshi Goto, CPM Takuji Miyasaka, CPM
Kaitlin Gula Dwyer, CPM Paula Michelle Morris, CPM
Lindsay J. Hach, CPM, ACOM Brandon A. Moss, CPM
Gary C. Haddock, CPM Masato Motojima, CPM
Kouichi Hasegawa, CPM Yuji Murata, CPM
Francisco S. Hirsh, CPM, ARM Terry E. Musen, CPM
Patricia E. Hutchison, CPM Chiaki Nakashima, CPM
Minoru lijima, CPM Kazuhiro Nakazawa, CPM
Kazuharu Ishida, CPM Claudia Ng, CPM
Katsunori Itai, CPM Takashi Oi, CPM
Kunihiro Itoi, CPM Masayoshi Omura, CPM
Dante R. Jofferion, CPM Yoshihisa Ota, CPM
Jeanette Kew, CPM Ellen M. Parisi, CPM
Kazutoshi Kodama, CPM Vito Pelosi, CPM

May
Shelly L. Alvarado, CPM
Sean E. Bean, CPM
Omoniyi M. Bello, CPM
Matthew S. Chestnut, CPM
Thomas C. Coyle, CPM
Chaim A. Davidson, CPM
Rebecca Dixon, CPM
Gayle Dreon, CPM
Yoshitaka Eda, CPM
Heena S. Feeney, CPM
Tracy L. Flissar, CPM
Diana Fuld, CPM
Janice P. Gill, CPM
Hayato Hamada, CPM
Janet E. Hawkins, CPM

Masaki Hayashi, CPM
Shozo Hayashida, CPM
De'Onna V. Henderson, CPM
Angela Hogan, CPM, ARM
Tatsuya Iwamoto, CPM
Tonaus John, CPM, ARM
Kara Jones, CPM
Hiroshi Kamimachi, CPM
Kentaro Kido, CPM
Tsuyoshi Kitazaki, CPM
Vita Klyuchnyk, CPM
Jennifer N. Laforest, CPM
LeAnn M. Lambrecht, CPM
Adam W. Law, CPM
Tracy Letchworth, CPM
Robin Longnecker, CPM, AR
Donnita A. Maas, CPM, ARM
Tracy A. Mattos, CPM, ARM

Irena I. Perfanova, CPM
Patty E. Phillips, CPM
Andrew J. Rafli, CPM
Yoshiyuki Sato, CPM
Tatsuya Sato, CPM
Michael A. Severe, CPM
Tadao Shimura, CPM
Layla F. Sten, CPM, ARM
James Stoller, CPM
Julianne T. Sullivan, CPM
Kazuteru Suzuki, CPM
Daisuke Tajima, CPM
Paul V. Tollner, CPM
Karen L. Trueman, CPM, ARM
Heidi L. R. Turner, CPM
Akinori Uenishi, CPM
Kathleen E. Vandegaer-Maxie, CPM
Emily H. Walker, CPM
Vanessa N. Wood, CPM, ARM
Thomas A. Worth, CPM
Masashi Yamahiro, CPM
Yu Yamanouchi, CPM
Yusuke Yamauchi, CPM
Zhaowei Yang, CPM
Phil J. Zagarri, CPM, ACOM

Michael C. McKenna, CPM
Erin S. Mitchell, CPM, ACOM
Amanda C. Monroe, CPM
Lesley E. Morrison, CPM
Masami Omori, CPM
Isao Oono, CPM
Barbara M. Ottolino, CPM
Toshiharu Ouchi, CPM
Megan A. Pawlowski, CPM
Lindsay E. Shaw, CPM, ACOM
Jennifer S. Stull -Wise, CPM
Michael M. Thornton, CPM
Ekaterina 0. Vuygovskaya, CPM
Akiyoshi Watanabe, CPM
Takeji Yamamoto, CPM
Reiko Yoshida, CPM
Mark A. Zbrzeznj, CPM, ACOM
Charles H. Zerhusen, CPM
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CPM MEMBERS,
I CANDIDATES'- '._.__/ I

nsiim I Profile
CP%l' Edition

Similar to past studies, the average
CPM respondent is 51 years old, with

men comprising half of CPM Mern-
bers but with women comprising 62
percent of CPM Candidate Members.

PROFILE AND
COMPENSATION STUDY, In addition to IREM coursework,
CPM EDITION 69 percent of CPM Members and 61
percent of CPM Candidates hold at least an undergradu-
ate degree. Office buildings are the property type that ac-
counts for the largest share of portfolios managed by CPM
and CPM Candidate Members, followed by conventionally
financed apartments. CPM Members surveyed typically
hold executive or property manager/supervisor roles and
supervise a staff of 44 employees.

Compensation and Benefits
CPM Members in the study earn a median total compen-
sation of $108,200, which includes a base salary for prop-
erty management and additional real estate income from
sales and leasing commissions. Numerous fringe benefits
were reported and most frequently include paid vacation
days, holidays, medical and dental insurance, sick days,
cell phones, 401(k) and professional association dues. CPM

Members in the Northeast, Mid -Atlantic states earned the
highest total compensation.

Salary typically increases with years of experience, level
of education, and age. CPM respondents who are owners/
partners, presidents/CEOs or officers/directors/VPs receive

greater compensation than other respondents. CPM Mem-
bers who work for investment companies typically receive
higher compensation than those who work for other types
of employers.

ARM MEMBERS
Profile
The average ARM respondent is 47

ARM' Edit,,,,

years old, with women comprising 73
percent of the membership. A major-
ity of respondents (57 percent) work
for a property management firm.
Thirty-seven percent of ARM Mem-

PROFILE AND bers surveyed manage conventionally
COMPENSATION STUDY,

financed apartments with another 23ARM EDITION

percent responsible for affordable/fed-
erally assisted property. About 42 percent of ARM Mem-
bers manage moderately priced units, 28 percent manage
low-income units, and 15 percent manage luxury units.
Most (84 percent) have supervisory responsibilities and
manage a median staff of seven employees.

Compensation and Benefits
The average total annual compensation for an ARM re-
spondent is $62,537, which includes an average base salary
of $57,125, plus rental discounts and other real estate -re-
lated income. A wide array of fringe benefits are offered to
ARM respondents, with paid vacation days, paid holidays,
sick days, and medical insurance being the most common.
Total compensation and average salaries are highest among
those in the Southeast and Pacific states.

Compensation generally increases with experience,
larger portfolio size, and number of employees managed.
When comparing property types, ARM Members who
manage conventionally financed apartments and afford-
able/public housing have the highest average total com-
pensation, whereas those who manage senior housing and
military housing earn the least. When comparing compen-
sation by company type, those working for REITs have the
highest average total compensation. a

These studies are available for purchase at the IREM bookstore at www.irembooks.org or by calling 800-837-0706, ext.
4650. Each study is priced at $24.99 for IREMMembers and $49.99 for non-members.
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manage a median staff of seven employees.

Compensation and Benefits
The average total annual compensation for an ARM re-
spondent is $62,537, which includes an average base salary
of $57,125, plus rental discounts and other real estate -re-
lated income. A wide array of fringe benefits are offered to
ARM respondents, with paid vacation days, paid holidays,
sick days, and medical insurance being the most common.
Total compensation and average salaries are highest among
those in the Southeast and Pacific states.

Compensation generally increases with experience,
larger portfolio size, and number of employees managed.
When comparing property types, ARM Members who
manage conventionally financed apartments and afford-
able/public housing have the highest average total com-
pensation, whereas those who manage senior housing and
military housing earn the least. When comparing compen-
sation by company type, those working for REITs have the
highest average total compensation. a

These studies are available for purchase at the IREM bookstore at www.irembooks.org or by calling 800-837-0706, ext.
4650. Each study is priced at $24.99 for IREMMembers and $49.99 for non-members.
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ON THE ROAD
WITH IREM LEADERS
JULY / AUGUST LEADERSHIP VISITS

July 10
San Diego No. i8 Chapter Visit
Location: San Diego
Visiting Leader: Joseph Greenblatt, CPM, President

July 17
Western Washington Chapter No. 27
Location: Seattle
Visiting Leader: Joseph Greenblatt, CPM, President

July 28-31
Officers Summer Meeting
Location: Chicago
Visiting Leader: All National Officers; Russell Salzman,

Executive Vice President and CEO

AD INDEX

RULES OF THE ROAD:
 Advancing IREM's global brand and influence.
 Harvesting knowledge valuable to IREM Members.
 Strengthening the IREM Chapter network.

August 9-13
ASAE Symposium
Location: Nashville, Tenn.
Visiting Leaders: Russell Salzman, Executive Vice

President and CEO; Nancye Kirk, Chief Strategy
Officer, Vice President, Global Services

August 14
Greater Nashville Chapter No. 71
Location: Nashville, Tenn.
Visiting Leaders: Russell Salzman, Executive Vice

President and CEO

August 17-19
NAR Leadership Summit
Location: Chicago
Visiting Leaders: [on Burger, CPM, President -Elect;

Russell Salzman, Executive Vice President and CEO

Advertiser Website Page
ASI Group www.asigroup.us 27

Appfolio www.appfoIio.com 23

Behr behrprocom/deckover 1

Build Your Business: A Leadership Retreat 21

REM Best Practices www.irernbooks.org 58

REM Blog www.irem.org/bIog 25

REM Certified Sustainable Property Certification www.lREMSustainabi1ity.com 33

REM Executive Edge ww.irem.org/ExecufiveEcige 47

REM Compensation Studies www.irembooks.org 41

IREM Whitepapers www.irembooks.org 25

Liftmaster LiftMaster.dwellinqL/VE.com/jprn Cover 3

Rent Manager rentmanager.com 13

WaterSignal www.watersigna1.com 27

Salsbury www.majIboxes.com 25

Sylvania osram-americas.com/solutions Cover 2

Union Bank www.unionbank.com/rea1esratetreasury 23

YARDI www.yardi.com/procuretopay 15

YARDI www.yardi.com/com/RENTCaJe Cover 4
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 JULY
HRS4O2 July 16-17 Boise

ETH800 July 21 Erie, Penn.

RES2O1 July 22-25 Erie, Penn.

ARMEXAM July 26 Erie, Penn.

ASM6O3 July 28-29 Albuquerque, N.M.

ASM6O4 July 30-31 Albuquerque, N.M.

COURSE CODES KEY
ARMEXM 1/ ARM Certification Exam

ASM6O3 I/Investment Real Estate Financing and
Valuation - Part One

ASM6O4 I/Investment Real Estate Financing and
Valuation - Part Two

ASM6O5 I/Investment Real Estate Financing and
Valuation - Part Three

BDM6O1 II Maximizing Profit: Growth Strategies for Real
Estate Management Companies

CPMEXM II CPM Certification Exam

CPMOOI /1 CPM Certification Exam Preparation Seminar

ETH800 II Ethics for the Real Estate Manager

F1N402 I/Investment Real Estate: Financial Tools

HCPEXM II HCCP Exam

HRS4O2 II Leadership and Human Resource Essentials

LTC4O1 II Housing Credits: Compliance Challenges and
Solutions

MKL4O4 II Marketing and Leasing: Retail Properties

MKL4O5 II Marketing and Leasing: Multifamily
Properties

MKL4O6 II Marketing and Leasing: Office Buildings

MNT4O2 II Managing the Physical Asset

MPSAXM II Management Plan Skills Assessment

RES2O1 II Successful Site Management

O AUGUST

ASM6O5 August 1 Albuquerque, N.M.

MPSAXM August 4 Folsom, Calif.

CPM EXAM August 8 Folsom, Calif.

ASM6O3 August 11 Addison, Texas

ASM6O3 August 11 Charlotte, N.C.

ASM6O4 August 13 Addison, Texas

ASM6O4 August 13 Charlotte, N.C.

ASM6O5 August 15 Addison, Texas

ASM6O5 August 15 Charlotte, N.C.

ASM6O3 August

MPSAXM August 18 New York

ASM6O4 August 20 Oakbrook, Ill.

CPMEXAM August 22 New York

ASM6O5 August 22 Oakbrook, Ill.

O REM ALSO OFFERS COURSES

INTERNATIONALLY IN CANADA,
BULGARIA, BRAZIL, JAPAN, RUSSIA,

POLAND AND S. KOREA. TO FIND THE

SCHEDULE FOR THESE COURSES, VISIT

WWW. IREM. ORG/F yEN TSCHEDULE.CFM.

FOR THE MOST UP-TO-DATE COURSE
LISTINGS, PLEASE VISIT

WWWIREM.ORG/EDUCAT/ON.
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RELIANT REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT TODAY ANNOUNCED THAT IT
HAS ACQUIRED ORANGE COUNTY, CALIF. -BASED, THE REMM GROUP.
AMO. The asset/property management company will continue to operate as The
REMM Group and retain the majority of its employees. The company services
more than nine million square feet in commercial and 19 multifamily properties
and specializes in real estate management, property management accounting
services, brokerage guidance and consulting services.

CCI couldn't have left the company in better hands:' said the REMM Group
Founder, Robert M. Taylor.

The first objective of the new owners will be to strengthen the commercial
portfolio and add on the existing multifamily portfolio. This new platform will
allow REMM to offer management services for all property types, including of-
fice, retail, industrial and residential.

COMMUNITY REALTY MANAGEMENT (CRM), AMO HAS
PROMOTED SUZANNE SIGMUND, CPM, HCCP, of Glassboro,
N.J. to the position of senior vice president. In this role, Sigmund
will work closely with CRM's leadership team to oversee all prop-
erty management -related strategies for the organization's diverse

portfolio of properties across the United States.
"Suzanne is a consummate professional with immense knowledge of property

management and today's real estate landscape:' said Michael Simmons, presi-
dent of CRM. "Sh has been with Community Realty Management for 20 years,
and in that time has demonstrated a sincere dedication to our partners and
properties. She is poised to make an immediate impact on our business, offering
expert oversight on property management and supporting the interests of our
clients, residents, local communities and CRM team members:'

Sigmund began her career with CRM in 1994 as a regional manager, and was
subsequently promoted to executive property manager with responsibility for
over 1,400 units located throughout Northeastern Penn. She was then promoted
to vice president of occupancy and compliance, and has served as the company's
primary trainer and Fair Housing officer while supervising the management of
Compliance Department personnel.

DAVID HARGROVE, CPM, EARNS 2014 NAA EDUCATION
INSTITUTE APARTMENT CAREER & EDUCATION AWARD
David Hargrove, CPM, has devoted his time and career to the pro-
motion of education in the apartment industry for more than 40
years. He has served as President of the Texas Apartment Associa-

tion (TAA) and the Houston Apartment Association (HAA), as Vice President
of Multifamily for IREM, and is also a member of the HAA Hall of Fame. While
President of TAA, David championed a military initiative which laid a founda-
tion for ongoing military outreach efforts that continues to promote awareness
of apartment careers to veterans and military members today. As COO of As-

set Plus Companies and President of
Greystone Asset Management Divi-
sion, David serves at the pinnacle of
industry leadership and yet still dedi-
cates his time to bringing humor and
real -world stories to students at all
levels of the apartment industry. Da-
vid is a beloved instructor at the Uni-
versity of Houston's Bauer College of
Business, the Houston Community
College, the Texas Real Estate Com-
mission and the Houston Apartment
Association.

BRADLEY COMPANY, AMO, IN
SOUTH BEND, IND., ANNOUNCED
THE RECENT PROMOTION OF
JAMIE RUIZI CPM, who joined

Bradley Company
in 2003, and is now
Vice President of As-
set Services. She will
now lead the com-

mercial property management and
maintenance departments, and is a
Level III Indiana State Certified Tax
Assessor. In that capacity, she has led
the company's efforts in representing
its clients through the tax appeal pro-
cess since 2011. Ruiz was previously
Controller and Managing Director
of Finance and Asset Management,
overseeing Bradley's corporate and
property accounting departments.

CC

[Ru izi provides Bradley Com-
pany with outstanding skills, expe-
rience and capabilities, and will be
instrumental in delivering the excep-
tional service our clients demand and
expect," said Brad Toothaker, CEO of
Bradley Company. "[Sh] will allow
for enhanced strategic objectives in
reaching our goals throughout all de-
partments- especially our executive
and operations leadership teams:'

rem.org/jpm
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ional_Outlook / China

CHINAOU
IN 6 MONTHS
FUELING ECONOMIC GROWTH
"Recently, the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
China (CPC) and the State Council officially issued the 2014-
2016 National Plan on New Urbanization. The new plan is ex-
pected to act as a new engine for another turn of economic
growth in China. The plan states that the urbanization rate will
go over 60 percent by 2020. With the increasing cost of rental
and human capital, more and more brands especially the luxury
ones transfer their focus to inland cities where great potentials
are widely recognized, while competition there is not so severe
as in the first and second tier cities."

PAN GUOQIANG, CPM
REM CHINA SHANGHAI CHAPTER PRESIDENT
FOSUN REAL ESTATE HOLDING GROUP

RETAIL SNAPSHOT
"Nearly all cities are still reporting stable or slowing growth in
department stores after the last trough. Forty percent of cities
said downtown department stores are becoming less popular.
Department store operators are getting into the shopping cen-
ter business. Three fourths of cities report at least one ex-
ample that's been built or is being built."

STEVEN MCCORD
LOCAL DIRECTOR
CHINA RETAIL RESEARCH JLL
SH AN G H A I

OFFICE: BALANCING SUPPLY & DEMAND
"The China office market is facing a major chal-
lenge with the influx of new supply and this will
have acute impact in the tier 2 cities. Tier 1 cities
like Shanghai and Beijing will be able to better man-
age the flow of new supply on the back of stronger
economic fundamentals and solid demand from both
the foreign and domestic occupiers. Nonetheless,
rents will remain competitive in 2014."

SEAN LIM, MRICS
SENIOR DIRECTOR AND NATIONAL HEAD OF LANDLORD
AGENCY, OFFICE SERVICES
CBRE IN BEIJING

j

BEIJING

RENT GROWTH 0-1% 0-3% 0-1% 0-2%

VACANCY
RATE TREND

SHANGHAI

RENT GROWTH 3% 0-3% 0-3% 0-3%

VACANCY
RATE TREND --

TIAN JI N

RENT GROWTH (-1-0%) 0-1% (-1-0%) 0-1%

VACANCY
RATE TREND

GUANGZHOU

RENT GROWTH 0% 0% 3 -5% 0-3%

VACANCY
RATE TREND

SOURCE: CBRE 01 2014 MARK ETVIEW

BETH MATTSON-TEIG IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER
FOR JPM'. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING
THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN IREM MEMBER
INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM', PLEASE

E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT MTOSCASIREM.ORG.
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dwellingLlVE' by LiftMaster is the easiest and most advanced
visitor management solution available. Residents can easily
self -manage their guests from anywhere at any time, making
your job that much easier.
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lama
marketing

genius.
"The email and social
media tools helped
increase resident
participation in online
payments by 28%. In
effect, our residents
now have access to
a 24 -hour office."

National Director of Marketing & Training,
GFI Management Services, INC.

SERVICES, INC.

I

tract prospects with full step-by-step leasing online or through Facebook, retain residents
ith online payments and maintenance requests, plus gain referrals with built-in social

media campaigns and reputation management tools. Fully integrated with Yardi Voyager®
and Yardi LeasingPad CRMTM for real-time information access and mobility for prospects,
residents, and leasing consultants. Find out more at Yardi.com/RENTCafe.

YARDI
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